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Ukraine on the Way to Sustainability and Information Society 

Proj Leonid Melnik, Head of the Department of 
Economics. Sumy S tate Umvers11y, Ukraine 

A social-economic system to which society 1s now moving can be called the 
information society. The infonnation society is the social-economic formation where 
information is both the productive basis and the society forming factor. 

Taking into account expected social-economic changes the following interrelated 
and mutually conditioned priority human dimensions theme and research are 
undertaken in the Ukraine. 

I . Informatization of social-economic system (transforming people and market 
of goods and services towards the infonnation society). 

2. Ecologi:r.ation economy (greening production, consumption, people). 
3. Globali1ation of national economy (integration of national economy into 

g lobal economic system, getting knowledge and work using global economic, 
communication and cultural systems). 

The main directions of the scientific research in the Ukraine are defined by the 
1at1onal Committee on Science and Technologies, which organizes competitions 

among scientific programmes and projects. Proposed issues are direct!) related to 
principal programmes of the Ukraine's social-economic development. "The 
Conception of Ukraine Sustainable Development" and the Programme "Ukraine -
20 IO" might be named as the most important. The development of the above 
mentioned directions of human dimensions themes and research would provide the 
implementation of all high-priority objectives of the scientific-technology and 
innovation development noted by the Programme "Ukraine 201 O". Particularly: 

- creation and introduction of environmentally friendly, energy- and resources 
saving technology; 

creation and application prom1smg information technologies, 
telecommunication networks and domestic information means; 

- development of competitive types of technolog ies and goods in sc1en11fic
intensive sectors of the national economy, etc. 

For each of three above mentioned issues: "informatization", "ccologization". 
"globalization", and considering th:u today, economic development of the country is 
a key precondition for all positive changes within the society, economics is a matn 
focus of the future research activities. Economic theme should include the followmg 
points· concepts; long-term and short-term goals shaping; directions of economy 
reforming and restructuring; profile of policy making strategies (pull-. push-. and 
interface strategies); economic mechanism of economy reforming; motivation 
instruments; new type human factors shaping. 

Human dimension research theme will focus on relevant human dimensions 
(economic, educational, cultural , environmental, institutional) in the Ukrainian 
socie t) related to information society shaping. It is assumed to emphasis upon two 
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principal directions of studies: 
I. Human dimensions scopes (areas, phenomena, sectors of the national 

economy, spheres of social life) for Ukrainian society which are desirable for 
development to a coming information society. 

2. Human dimensions scopes for the Ukrainian society, which should liquidated, 
suppress, removed, prevented, hampered) in the Ukraine to a coming 
information society. 

Proceeding from the first point, the following three directions should be studied : 
I . I . Areas where the Ukraine has traditional very strong positions for the world 

society or in the space of post-socialism countries, e.g.: space ship 
technology; freighter av1at1on; new type information medicine; 
environmental economic studies; education technology; environmental 
technology; architecture and so on. These areas should be used as bridges 
for the country integration into the world society and as the locomotive of 
information technology development. 

1.2. Areas where the Ukraine has strong potential (resources, people, 
institutional) but production-consumption links where suppressed, e.g.: 
historical and eco-tourism; recreation; plant medicine; flowers decoration 
and so on. 

1.3. Areas where the country must liquidate a gap with development countries: 
global information communication, computer technology, small service 
business, small processing business for light and food industries. 
management technologies, and so on. 

Considering sustainable development as a political concept, which is supposed to 
be implemented practically, it is important for further investigate policy changes, 
changes in attitudes, objectives, legal and institutional transformations, which are 
taking place in the Ukraine during its transition to a market economy. The main aim 
here is to work out policy and management proposals, to discuss conditions for 
sustainability, existing barriers and instruments for development of the national 
economy towards sustainability. The project concentrates on the elaboration of 
practical proposals for sustainable development of the Ukrainian economy under 
changing conditions and institutions. 

Besides, on the national and regional levels, the following issues of human 
dimension should be addressed: social-economic development of underdeveloped 
regions of the Ukraine (as transport, communication, medical care, recreation 
activity in the Carpathian mountains); social problems connected with the 
conversion of the economy (creation of new jobs for former military officers; 
enhancing social security) and the enforcement of environmental security of the 
population with respect to possible accidental situations, as for instance, of nuclear 
plants, those caused by out-of-date technological processes, or considering unsafety 
or functioning of oil- and gas-pipelines in the Carpathian mountains etc. 
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Pollution: Economy vs. Ecology? 

Oleg Evseenkov, Petrozavodsk State University, Russia 

Ecologists all over the world are worried about the pollution. One of the main 
points of such concern is pollution due to greenhouse gas emission. However, since 
ecologists are not the ones who produce such gases, there a problem arises. The 
pollution, which ecologists take into attention, is a biological one. It means that 
pollution takes place when metabolism changes in animals and other creatures. On 
the other hand, emissioners of greenhouse gas deal with economic pollution. The last 
takes place when the utility decreases for one or more individuals. 

Economists also consider the optimal level of pollution, that is, the level of 
pollution when the marginal costs of pollution reduction are equal to the gains of 
pollution reduction. This level is more than zero and will be reached in market 
economy without any intervention. The main problem is that while pollution 
reduction costs are clearly identified, the gains of such reduction are not obvious to 
most people (because they are widely distributed) and have non-monetary nature. 

Nevertheless, the problem begins to become widely recognized, first of all on the 
most common level - on the level of governments. The first global step was made in 
Kyoto in December 1997 when the protocol on decreasing emission was signed. 
Now most countries, including the main polluter - USA, ratified it. Recurring to 
economics, we should mention one more problem: developed countrtes built their 
welfare on exhausting natural resources and polluting of the environment, and now 
they call for reduction of pollution. Developing countries claim that they have right 
for their own stake of pollution to reach comparable well-being. So the problem was 
that gains and costs were unequally distributed in pollution market. But the Kyoto 
protocol has some "mechanisms of plasticity" that afford to trade by quotas and so 
on. The practicaJ implementation of these mechanisms was filled in on the 
International Conference on Global Climate Change in Buenos Aires in the 
November 1999. 

Now we have to fulfil the obligations taken in the Kyoto protocol. And 1hesc 
obligations have to be fulfilled on the enterprise level. There is one more mismatch: 
the obligations were taken by states, but greenhouse gases are produced by 
enterprises. So additional mechanisms to induce firms to decrease emission should 
be created. Some companies, like DuPont, start their reduction programs voluntary. 
But "goodwill is not enough". The best mean to enforce companies to reduce their 
greenhouse gas emission is competition. 

Adaptation of producers and consumers happens very fast and pervasively. 
Wastage in production and consumption is not allowed under competition, excluding 
the really limited natural good that have no price and are mistakenly supposed to be 
tree. For a long time air and water were considered as such good. Now we 
recognized their limitation and have to do next step. 

Consumers should take responsibility for the greenhouse gas emission . They 
should understand that when they buy certain goods, they support GHG emission. As 
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for Baltic region, Republic Karelia a namely, they should understand that when they 
buy any aluminum stuff, a perfluorinated carbons are emitted on the Nadvoitsy 
Aluminum Plant and when they enjoy the heating, the C02 is emitted on the 
Petrozavodsk Power and Heating Plant. When consumers recognize that, the gain 
from reduction of pollution will be more specific and the equilibrium of pollution 
marginal costs and gains will take place at lower level of pollution. Science should 
learn consumers about the consequences of their choices. Now is the time. 

State and Prospects of Unorganized Tourism at the South Coast 
of the Crimea (Prospects and Conclusions) 

Alexander Po11omarev, Crimea Academy of 
Environmental Protection and Resort Development, Ukraine 

Crimean tourism activity includes a large share of "unorganized tourists". It 
stands for about 2/3 of total tourists flow. However, a part of these unorganized 
tourists prefer big and small health resorts with more or less civilized 
accommodation; the rest of them follow to neighboring territories. The tatters 
represent the category of tourists, which can scarcely be controlled. This category is 
also a troublemaker in ecological, economical, administrative and legal terms. 

Thus, the present work is dedicated to analysis of current state and prospects for 
this kind of tourists and their accommodation. The conclusions of the present work 
are based on a field research in the South Coast of the Crimea, conducted by us. All 
the material was collected during the research and was analyzed and processed in 
accordance to existing literary sources on this subject. 

The prospective solution of the unorganized tourism problem can be found in 
developing definite zones for the spoken tourists' rest. The creation of necessary 
amount of such zones is envisioned, all the administrative questions concerning 
attractiveness of accommodations must be solved on a site. The regulation of such 
zones 'adivity should be conducted on a legislative level. 

The constant accommodation beyond such zones is strictly prohibited . 
Propaglinlfa and advertisement of mentioned zones and ecological consultation are 
expected. 

Following these regulations will lead to: 
- growth of a season's calendar length, 
- new injections to budgets of different levels, 
- increase of attractiveness of the Crimea as a tourism region, 
- safer sites for tourists' rest. 
As a consequence of the above I should menti,on that the unorganized tourism on 

the South Coast, in its present condition, is not acceptable and calls for regulation on 
any level. 
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State and Prospects of Unorganized Tourism at the South Coast 
of the Crimea (Practical Research) 

Andrey Grecltka, Crimea Academy qf 
Environmental Protection and Resort Development, Ukraine 

As a result o·f the work it has gotten clear that the biggest share of unorganized 
tourists is attracted by towns because of transport, water, food and more comfortable 
beaches accessibility. In fact, the most attractive territories are becoming a tempqral 
(2-4 weeks) accommodation sites rather than a piece of wild n<1ture. 

At the same time such spots are not adjusted to cater for the needs of 
accommodation. The fire wood is still .used for cooking; there are no enough water 
sources, and those which exist are in poor sanitary condition; there are no toi lets and 
special garbage collectors. 

Eventually this leads to pollution of sea water, soil and earth waters and 
destruction of vegetative cover. As a consequence of this the unorganized tourism 
threatens attractiveness and ecological iµtd epidemic safety of the South Coast of the 
Crimea. 

There are two main tendencies in organization of such kind of tourism: 
- On one hand, popular spots are parts of natural and historical reserve. 
- On the other hand, most of such sites are situated on lands, belonging to the 

forestry funds and in boundary zones. . 
Thus, the need of creation of legislative and managerial base concerning the 

unorganized touri sm is obvious. Since it is not possible to regulate the flow of 
unorganized tourists the necessity of optimum conditions for rest in deliberately 
allocated sites appears. 

The Future of World Economy Depends on Ecology 

Alexandra Nikolova, University of National and World Economy, Bulgaria 

Human beings are part of and depend on nature. That is why the world economy 
policy must be a policy based on ecological requirements. Human economic 
activities depend on the greater ecological sphere. The nations of the future will be 
those that will understand these activities as a part system of the ecological sphere. 
This will urge them to work for making those activities into a functioning system 
within the ecological sphere. So far the economic systems have not regarded this 
relationship, other than counting on the natural resources. It is time to be economic 
in the relationship with the ecological sphere in a sustainable way. So wh·at is to be 
done? 

Firstly, world economy must develop ecologica l controlled agriculture: 
The production of food is fundamental. Agriculture should be a harmonious way 

of enjoying the fruits of nature, not a battle for survival, as the one "agribusiness" 
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fights with pesllctdes, fungicides, herbicides and artili~ial fertilt_zers. Agricul~re 
shou Id \\Ork with nature, not against it. The implementation of agricultural practtces 
should be encouraged, according to the rules of the International federation of 
Organic Agriculture Movements, and the development of proper control instruments 
of ecological 'or~·anic products should be supported. 

ccondly, use of renewable and sustainable energy ource must be 
developed: . . 

The use of energy should be in balance with the amount of energ> mput m the 
ecological sphere, which means the inflow of sun energ} 1 oday we li~e on ~ ~aved 
energy "capital" m the form of fossil fuels (coal and mineral 011). which ongmally 
was sun energy, too, stored in the ecological sphere bllhon of year~ ago. 

For this reason the world economy will aim to achieve: 
I . !he development of renewable and sustainable energy production, which 

means: 
=> Biomasses - Energy through plants intake of sun energy m photosynthesis. 

Out take through firewood, methane gas production and alcohol. 
~ Water- and Wmd power - Energy through climatic effects of sun energy. 

Out take through power plants. 
;:;;:- Sun energy - Energy directly from the source. 
2 The development of energy saving measures. such as less energy demanding 

technologies and more energ) efficient technologies 
Third, ecologically sustainable use of resources and reduction of ''a te 

hould also be developed: 
Most resources are determinated, which means that the present level of use can 

not be sustained. Production must be based on a recycling use of resources, leading 
to a reduction of the amount of waste, which today exceeds the absorption capacity 
of the ecological sphere. Therefore regulations should be accepted that encourage.the 
development of recyclable products and the necessary infrastructure for recycling. 
and the minimal use of packagmg 

Fourth, environmentally ane transportation ystem!> is the next thing to be 
developed: 

We sec the development of communications as a positive step for humanit). 
especially when 1t comes to the exchange of th~ught. Hov.e~er, the bi~gest stress on 
the ecological sphere is imposed b) transportation. Herc agam regulattons that are to 
be accepted should encourage: 

I.The development of decentralized production units, bringing producers closer 
to consumers, when appropriate 

2. fhe development of energ> saving, less polluting transportation technologies. 
At the end, I will repeat that it is very important that future rulers of the ~orld see 
u1c interdependence bet\\ecn humanit) and the ecological sphere, and this prompt 
them to take immediate!_> nece!>sa11 action to secure a common future for all the 
mankind. 
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Barriers to the Use of Science for Sustainable Development 

Inna Bratusltka, Sumy State Lmversu;., (;Jr.rame 

The strengthening of nations' scientific capability has been established as one of 
the cornerstones for the process of sustainable development. Each country must 
possess the scientific capabiht) needed to master its own path to sustainable 
development. Given that the majority of developing countries today fall short of this 
objective, their national investment in higher education in science should be 
significantly mcreascd. In this context strong and concerted international support to 
build up the scientific community, and scientific infrastructures in developing 
countries, and in particular in least developed countries, is an urgent requirement. 

Research needs to become more pro-active and to focus on prevention and early 
1denllfication of emerging problems and also opportunities - rather than its present 
focus on tackling problems only once they become acute This raises the questions of 
what ~ons of problems are the most critical for sustainable development, and how 
science might best be mobilized in response. 

Proposals for hov. best to use scientific knowledge to inform development policy 
actions mention a v.ide range of elements, such as: broadening the scientific base ; 
mtegrating the physical, economic and social sciences; coordinating environmental 
data; building scientific capability. 

Agenda 21 established as a priority the challenge of 'strengthening the scientific 
basis for sustainable management'. Often there is a communications gap between 
scientists. policy-makers and the public al large. What is urgently required ts to 
develop a process or processes that will ensure the involvement of all appropriate 
c1ent1fic inputs and expertise. Scientific excellence and mtegrit} needs to be 

combmed with a close dialogue and cooperatton with policy-makers, including full 
participation by experts with local knowledge in developing countries. Goals for 
improved science communication are then seen to include: . 

• Better lines of communication between scientists, policy-makers and the 
public concerning the gravity of the environmental and economic problems; 

• Deepening of cooperation between local and external experts to ensure full 
understanding of the socio-economic, cultural and ecological circumstances 
as a precondition for successful science-technology implementations. 

Economic Mechanism of Environmental Quality Improvement 

Svitlarra Leve/wk State 4cademy of 4gricu/111re and EcologJ of l.Jkrwne, 
Yuri Zagorod1ti Kiev National Umverstty, Ukraine 

Continuing economic worldwide growth is leading to mcreasing pressure on 
natural resources. This demands new solutions, so that long-term sustainable 
development can be initiated and guaranteed. Intensive scientific research and well-
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developed and organized extension services can make a valuable contribution 
towards solving the ensuring problems. This is especially true for agriculture, as it is 
one of the most intensive forms ofland use. 

And it is also necessary to take note that the modem science is characterized by 
deep spread the mathematical methods into different fields of natural sciences. The 
role of mathematics has been essentially increasing in the modern ccolog) 
development. Future ecologists need serious mathematical preparation '' hich gives 
the possibility to research wide speclntm of new problems by mathematical methods 
with using computers. That's way it is very important to develop and deliver for 
students such a trend of ecological science as "Ecological Systems Modeling" 

One of the first ecological economic tools in Ukraine has become mechanism of 
payment for environmental pollution. Stimulating function of payments is to prevent 
the emaciation of natural resources and to stop any rent-free environmental 
consumption as a recipient of the polluting substances. Now we should bring in the 
following types of payment. for natural resources consumption under limits; for 
natural resources reproduction; for environmental pollution, for leasing; for irrational 
consumption of environment and natural resources, etc. 

H would be very reasonable if the practice of free trade by rights to pollute the 
environmental got certain dissemination in Ukraine (We mean quotes for pollution, 
which are sold on auctions) This method envisages, indisputably, direct use of 
market mechanism, but method of administrative and law environmental 
management is in its base. This is limited by tough standards for cont~nt of 
contaminating substances in industrial and agricultural blips and for qualny of 
environment. 

ro our mind, it is very unportant to develop in Ukraine the environmental 
management and the ecological market infrastructure. The aim of environmental 
management is search of ways for providing the most compatible decisions in the 
field of running the environmental protective activities. But, using of environmental 
manacrement in the models of market transformations m Ukraine is not realized yet. 

b 

To ecological infrastructure we would refer ecological audit. ecological bank, 
ecological insurance, leasing of environmental protective equipment, auctions, etc. 

To gain the aims of ecological sustainable development external econo~ic 
relations have their own specific features. For example, the strategy of developing 
countries external debts reducing based on their duties to carry out environmental 
protective measures is a significant new tool of ecological contradictions settlement 
on the world level last time. 

Thus, to activate the ecological component in the Ukrainian market reforms we 
should speed up inculcation of market mechanism of nature consumption regulation, 
with using administrative and economic control-levers at the same time. So, it is 
necessary to develop and consolidate the methodic base of payments system for 
environmental pollution and for using it's resource potential, and also to broaden 
international ecological relations. 
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The Global Potential for Drastic Reduction of Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions 

Yul/a Matusenko, Sumy State University, Ukraine 

fechnological innovation 1s often viewed as the key to drastic reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions. ln fact there are already a number of technologies on the 
shelf that could fix global warming problems in no time. The trouble is that few 
people in the developing world can afford them or few people in the developed 
world find them acceptable. Most people are simply too poor or too critical So what 
are the decisive fault lines that should distinguish a climate-friendly next century 
from a climate-hostile past? First, only a more equal world will make drastic 
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions affordable. Secondly, mankind will have to 
accept that in addition to technological innovation, drastic reduction of greenhouse 
gas emissions depends on lifestyle innovation. The combination of technological and 
lifestyle innovation provides the key to plausible scenarios of drastic reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

Discuss, for example, energy use characteristics of Japan and the USA. The 
difference in income level per capita between Japan and the USA is not dramatic 
(roughly 15% lower in Japan). The difference in energy use per capita is much larger 
(roughly 50% lower in Japan). The reasons of this difference are complex, but very 
illustrative of the intimate link bet\veen technological innovation and national 
lifestyle as the major differences are in the residential and transportation sectors. 
I nergy use per household in the USA is more than four times higher. this is a result 
of much higher norms of life in the USA. Similar conclusions can be reached for 
transportation. But not all differences are a matter of lifestyle. Japan also performs 
more efficiently in a technological sense. On average, industries use 30% less energy 
per unit of output and the same is true for the average energy use of vehicles and 
domestic equipment. This results not just from technological efficiency but also a 
lifestyle factor since average vehicles and domestic equipment are much smaller. It 
should be stressed that technological performance and lifestyle preferences are not 
autonomous factors but are strongly influenced but energy policies In particular, 
average electricity and fuel prices are much higher in Japan. Both technological 
innovation and lifestyle are clearly related to the physical constraints and 
opportunities encountered by a densely populated, resource-poor island as against a 
thinly populated, resource-rich continent. 

The comparison of energy use characteristics between Japan and the USA is not 
a matter of comparing good with bad. It's simple illustration of how differently the 
balance between scarce resources and human preferences has been struck in the past 
century, depending on the circumstances. In this respect the concept of lifestyle 
leapfrogging is relevant fhe term indicates the growth opportunities to developing 
countries who seek to apply the most advanced technologies at an early stage of 
development. They can thus skip the long intermediate stages of develo)>rtlent and 
associated mistakes and hardships experienced by the developed nations. but the 
concept can be broadened to include other aspects of development, in particular 
consumer choices and human preferences. 
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Economics for Ecology 

Andra! Aber, l'mverW} of Manbor, Slovenia 

In which direction spins Eanh? What is the future of our children? Arc we aware 
of what we arc doing? 

flow to save our planet ? The industrial producers must raise outputs far beyond 
present levels to rise or even keep pace with population growth. Yet the g lobal 
environment is already overstressed by pollution and resource depletion a rising from 
runaway production and consumption in the richest countries. Optimists claim that 
technological fixes will enable more goods to be produced with fewer environmental 
impacts, others say that the only way is for people in the North to adapt their 
lifestyles to significantly lower levels of consumption but the fact is that care of 
ecology also impact the economy. 

The world economy is currently undergoing a rapid shift in favor of trade 
'libera lization. Economists who approve of this trend argue that the increased weal th 
around the globe wi ll make countries better able to afford environmental care. They 
reason that in a free market prices wi ll cvenwally re flect environmenta l costs, so 
driving "clean production" innovations and more fruga l use of natura l resources. On 
this bas is, industry suddenly finds itself nominated as the sector most responsible for 
'squaring the sustainable development circle' through self-regulatton and market 
forces. 

lndustr; sur"ives and prospers through more and more consumer demand. Can it 
be trusted with the task of adjusting consumer expectations to less and less resource 
use in the future? And there are still questions about whether market forces and self
regulation are enough. Many industrialists still fiercely resist regulation . 

It is time to decide whether to save the earth or live in plant;' . Economicy shou ld 
not be the question! 

System Transformation and Environmental Policy 
(Problems and Options in Central and Eastern Europe) 

lvay lo Piskov, University of National and World Economy, Bulgaria 

At the beginning ofche 1990s, a ll Cenrra l and [astern f uropean states dec ided in 
favor of pluralist democracy and a market economy as the base from which to set 
about dealing with the problems of economic and political crisis. 

In thei r attempts to develop a modern economic system. the reforming countries 
cannot institute new rules of the game for the allocation of resources while ignoring 
the problems of the past; on the contrary, they have inherited all manner of 
economic, yet ecological burdens, which delay the process of structural change of 
the economy. Not least of these problems is that socialist member states of the 
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance had been accumulating ecological 
problems over several decades, the negative consequences of which persist toda;, 
including damage to health and hence higher healthcare costs, and constraints on rhe 
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development of more sophisticated production processes. Overst.led production 
plants in heavy industry, which were strongly concentrated in speci fie regions, are 
not only representatives of the former inefficient use of resources, but also of local 
pockets of intense opposition to factory closures and the relocation of production. 
Yet these countries will not manage to draw close to Western European living 
standards in the long term unless they undergo ecological and economic 
modernization and efficiency-oriented structural change. 

Connicting Objectives 
Reshaping the economy to conform to market principles is intended to produce 

greater economic efficiency which may also lead indirectly to an improvemenc in the 
chances of protecting the environment. Fi rms under pressure to minimize costs will 
be forced to reduce the raw materia l and energy inputs and will also be given 
incentives to innovate. However, the relative price shocks and the tough competitive 
effect of devaluing a part of the capital stock, with the resu lt that production, 
national income and employmenc will a ll fall. In this situation environmental 
protection measures which will force up costs will , if positive long-term effects are 
disregarded in a short-term outlook, be perceived as additional risks to the 
safeguarding or creation of jobs. It is in this initial phase of transformation in 
particular that the profiles of economic growth and job protection could lead to an 
ecologically dubious course being set for future development. At the same time, 
products which are ecologically sound wand have a positive image in environmental 
terms could have good sales prospects, 111 the longer term, on the markets of Western 
Europe, or even on those of CEE countries. In reality though, adjustment measures 
which are equally prudent from the ecological and economic viewpoints in the long 
term are very difficult to implement when faced with a shrinking economy. This 1s 
essentially true when both economic and politica l actors have a very short-term 
orientation, i.e. their main aim is to survive the current recession, or the next 
election. 

A prime area in which there is a fundamental contradiction between the 
ecolooical potential for modernization and what realistically is possible is the energy 

0 . 
sector. Just part of this picture is that companies could improve their energy 
efficiency, with electricity generat ing companies improving their thermal efficienc;. 
and reducing the ir emission levels. If more natural gas, which is low in ern1ss1ons, 
were to be used instead of coa l, this would represent an init ial ecological 
modernization move on the input side of power and process heat generation. 

Considerable ecological advances can also be expected to be made by private 
households, particularly by modernization in the housing sector. In contrast to 
Western Europe, energy prices were kept lower for private households than for 
industry; on the other hand, private households tend to have few savings or other 
means of financing home improvements, and state hous ing corporations, faced with 
a lack of funds (e.g. due to unpaid rents. major increases in construction co~ti. 
combined with low rates of rent increase), are unlikely to be in pos ition to pay for 
modernization projects to improve energy efficiency. Previously, domestic energy 
prices were considerably below those on the world. market, which mea.ns that as 
prices gradually come up to international levels there 1s a great need for adjustment. 
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Organization and Human Resource Management for 
Environmental Management 

/Jelen Ficl1slle11ko, Sumy State Universuy, Ukrame 

fh1s essay emphasizes the need to integrate human resource management (HRM) 
and organizational aspects into environmental management in corporations ft 
explains how existing concepts and tools enable management to accomplish this 
task. The starting point is the need to apply concepts from organi1ational learning 
and organi1.ational development and integrate environmental criteria into these 
processes. 

lflnovation-Orie11ted Enviro11mental Management 
With regard to corporate requirements. this development basically implies a shift 

from compliance to an innovation-oriented approach to environmental management. 
Like globalization or the introduction of new technologies, these changes m 
environmental policy demand an organizational learning and development process in 
a corporation. In such a process, new skills and qualifications are introduced and 
organizational structures and proceedings are changed in order to integrate 
environmental aspects into all functions and at all levels of the corporation More
over, the organizational learning process includes changes 

Orga11izatio11 for E11viro11111e11tal Ma11agemellf 
Environmental protection as an across-the-board task requires an analysis of the 

company as a whole in order that the potential for reducing costs and/or the 
environment-related strengths of the company can be recogni1ed. 

Applyiug Porter's Va/11e Cltai11 
The value chain developed by Michael Porter has proved to be a sui table 

instrument for this purpose (Porter 1986). For analyzing the corporation as a \\hole. 
Porter has redefined the instrument of the value chain It represents a method of 
systematically analyzing and structuring all corporate acti\ ity and its relationslups as 
a source of possible competitive advantages. The latter can be based either on cost 
advantages or on the possibility of differentiating the product of the corporation 
positively compared with its competitors for example, through high product 
quality. Thus the relative strengths and weaknesses of a company can be determined. 

The value chain can also be applied to environmental problems, and it must be 
extended to the complete life cycle of a product The value chain demonstrates the 
cross-functional organization needed for successful environmental management 

Environmental protection affects all corporate functions and has to be integrated 
into the individual task areas as a "natural" part in order to be effective. It implies 
organizational consequences with regard to structure and the routines arising out of 
them, to the creation of special positions, and to the employees themselves. 

As the value chain indicates, the organization of integrated environmental 
management stans at the beginning of the pipe - the purchasing policy of the 
company. This means first of all that the employees arc aware of environmental risks 
and motivated not to allow entrance of hazardous substances. This can be organized, 
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for example, with checklists for purchasing criteria that include environmental issues 
or by sending questionnaires out to suppliers asking for specific information on 
environmental risks. rn a second step, a closer cooperation with the supplier has to 
be organized in order to develop new input materials that substitute for hazardous 
materials in the production or recyclable parts for the product. 

,. 
E11viro11me11tal Ma11ageme111 ;,, Productio11 
Environmental protection has to be integrated into production since the most 

visible environmental problems arise in this area. Environmental protection can be 
integrated in three terms· 

I In a produchon concept including a strong focus on efficiency that avoids the 
waste of resources and materials and mcludes a permanent improvement 
process. 

2. In a system assuring high quality of products and manufacturing processes. 
Both qualit) and environmental protection are not to be controlled but are 
integrated functional tasks. 

3. In an effective waste treatment and recycling system. 

Marketing 
Environmental protection play:. an increasingly key role in the marketing of 

products and services. Marketers were the first to acknowledge the importance of 
environmental aspects for the customer's buying decision. Thus environmental 
questions influence decisions on the basis of strateg). distribution, and 
communication of environmental advantages. Moreover, different forms of eco
sponsormg have been developed). 

Product life Cycle 
The development of a take-back or disposal system concludes the life cycle and 

enables the company to forge a convincing policy of environmental protection. The 
offer of a tai...e-back of products after use by the consumer implies a total change ol 
the character of a product: 

It becomes a service for which the corporation takes the total liability and 
guarantees its environmentall} friend ly production, use, distribution, and recycling 
or treatment. 

Economic and Political Methods of Capital Attracting into 
Environmental Regulation 

Igor Dunaev, Kharkiv Stale Academy of Municipal l~conomy, 
11/yll Sllekslmev, Kharkrv State Polytechnic Univers1ti, Ukraine 

The development of ecology-oriented business can allow to change an ecological 
situation substantially in Ukraine. Foreign capital attracting and purposeful ecology 
program budgeting are enable to solve the problem of rational natural resources 
usage and environmental regulation. Obviously it is impossible to senle ecological 
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problems nnd arrive at stable \\a> of de\elopment '' ithout tot.ti betterment of state 
economic si tuation and dfccti'e macroeconomic polic). 

Inc range uf crnnomic and political fa1.:tors ht\ c h.id , n 111fluen1.:c upon 
worsening of ecological sttuation in Uknunc: 

macroeconomic poli9 that lead!> to extcn ive u~ge of natural re ources· 
unreasoned legislauon leaves m:in) economic factors out ofacc(lunt· 
un1.:ert.1111t) of propert) right to u e the natural re ource 
absence of long-term and c1.:ology-balanced e onomic strakg) ; 
ex1 tcnce ol in<.:ent1\e to short-term gelling of sizeable profit from fl"· 

exploitation and or natural resources selling. 
incomplete evaluation of indirect efkct t>f 11<1turc prn1eclll)ll (social and 
cconomic) ,ll local, re1nonal and slate lc\ els, glob,tl bcnefih. 

l:conomic crisis nnd economy instnbihty m,11\e dillicult1es 10 rcnli1.at1on of tong
~c~m ecology progr,uns. In transition to the \\.ay or 111tens1vc economic development 
11 1s neces<;ar) to gcnc1 ate societ) sources to get reasonable ecological polic> A 1 thi:. 
momc~t lJl\r,11ninn P~rl1a1111:nt haw passed n range ol kgi,lati\c .1cts to get 
ecolog1cal a11ns, tht•retorc the Government gh c~ effect to economic ml·chanism of 
rational n.11ure m.111.1gement, that has cncomp.1sscd payment for natural resources 
usage, yollut1011 of thee~\ 1r~nment etc r he pmgram of uch1ev111g of high 1.:fficiem.:y 
of en\ 1ronmental protec11on involves two regulating subsystems market-compe1111on 
mechani m and -;tutc regulation. 

O\\adays the state bears the respons1b1lity for providing an inherent human rioht 
to Ii' e in healthy ell\ 1ronment "' 

The one of mum element'> of econom1c policy of dC\eloped countries that 
strengthened urgency of cfTccti\c system of economic methods pre .:nle of 
cm ironment.11 1egulnuon had been a launch of · ecolog) table cle\elopmt:nt 
conception 

It 1~ necessar) to speed up the de\ elopmcnl of cconornic-nnd-ccologicnl 
mech,1n1sm of certam ecology prngrarn linandng. rhe financing S) stem 
es1abhshme11t 1s .1vailable due to folkm ing stnictural components (financing 
sou.recs) such a~ nn enhancement of :.t.1le budget nnd local budget deduccions: nnd 
1ak111g 111to account the economic forces in la\\ tut ensuring or fin,mcing conditions 
.rhc successful cco logicnl investment system function111g 1s al o nccessai) 
111te;act1on bet~cer~ Bank of Ecol.ogy Developmenc, 111dependent appr,11sal. 
environmenta l risk m urance companies and social structures and funds. But the 
e1.:onom1c sen ice market by °"a) of the ·'t1\:ely" ubs)Stcm ervcs as a lutk between 
ecolog1cal and economic-and-lawful parts of nature manngemcnt regulation )Stem 

l he rate of environmental protection expenditures m structure of capital 
in\cstmcnt 111 Ukraine is quite low, the tinancmg from region budget and off-budget 
ecological funds i being put into practice not enough By that ume the c:-..penses~to 
struggle w11h an ell\ 1ronmcntal pollution requires for mul11-b1lhon funds The tatc 
can a sut11e the hare of e>..p.:nd1ture that' \\hy 11 1~ nece5s,ir) to cre,1te all 
prerequisites to foreign mvestors for collaborat1on tnto the implemcntat1on of the 
ecological proJccts 
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Specific Aspects of the Economic Estimation of Labour 
Resources of any Region 

Irina J 11i11 Sum; ()rate Unn·en//y, ( krame 

The economic potential of a region con ists of the labour. mvestment rc~ources. 
natural resources and mnovational potentials 

The labour re ources pla) the most 1mp<>rtant role in the formation and use of the 
economic potcnti 11. Tnrough labour all factors of production are aggregated m a 
single \\hole, the productive forces arc put into operation and thl' final result of 
product1011 1 dercrmined. In this conditions of the lonnation of the market relations, 
the rnlc ot men i~ increased b) means or chc:ir par11c1pat1on 111 ensurmg efficiency or 
production, \'thkh pro\ idc proJuct5 ot l11gh quality through !he u~e or modem 
11.:chnologies nnd facilities 

The stmclural factors \\hich are present in every l!roup of the mentioned above 
lactors inllucnce great I) the fom1,11ion of the labour potential. For example, the age 
structure of the population'' ithin one and the sanw 1:tc of the popul.1tion ol rhe nrl'a 
.i1Tcc1s the corrt>lat1011 between rhe phases of the labour pocentinl reproduction. l he 
s1niw11 e or the public production on the gi' en area mtlucn~cs the formation of the 
structme of the labour resourcc:s, etc. 

1 he realisation of any economic arrangement 10 a cc1tam extent will touch upon 
the Cit\ 1ronmcn1.1l state cau'iing the changes of the ecological systems In this renn 
rhe complicated mechanisms of the foedback re reflected on the soc1Ct). the l.1bo11r 
potential o, C\aluauon of the influence on the environment must be component or 
plannmg of the economic activicy and be renhscd sunultnncously \\ilh the technical 
economic socio-political reasons At the same time JUdgmg by the experience of the 
realisation of such evaluation~ the used methods upproache , the li111ct1on and u-;c of 
the evaluation md1cators are not unique So, 111 the economic practice the natural, 
marked and vnluc indicators of the environmental ch.lllgcs arc widely used 

I hrough the use of the different approaches conce1 ning the evaluation 1s quite 
JllStilicd (they reflect the difference significance ol the ccos) stem changes 111 this or 
that system of the relations esrablbhcd in the ~ocict)) rhe problem of the their 
i11tcrconnect1011 is rather complicated 

In this s1tuat1on the concept or the lree-lc\el e\aluation of the environmcmal 
changes and the changes in the social sphere is rather appealing. 

I he first le\ el is realisation of the social-economic evaluation, \\hich is the 
procc sol the fo1 mation of the S) stem of the natural ccolog1cal und social indicators 

1hc econd lc\el 1s the ccological-cconom1c ( oual-econom1c) e\aluauon which 
reflect the resource changes i e the change of che public use 'alue of the 
rcso11rces the material \Blue, the "quaht}" of the labour re ources ,\nd at last che 
third le\el 1s the e1.:onomic evaluation connected \\Ith the defin111on of damages and 
effects m the national economic branches at the le\ el ofcertam object 

1 he territorial fonnauon such as cities, region.;, districts arc the most interested 
Ill the CllVtrortmcntaf protcc!ion from the anthropogenic pollution. [heir interest IS 
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di1cctl) connected \~ilh responsibilit} of the k)cal udministrations for the 
environmental quality to the people li\i mg on the g1\ie terntol"). 

N<m ada:rs it is general accepte<l that 10° o-30° ~ of the d iscase~ depend upon the 
anthropogenic ecological factors . 

The economic content of the labour potential ch,mgcs caused b) the ecological 
factors is contained in the Htlue (cost) fo1111 of the t.lle changes (qualit) and 
quantity) of the labour resources and the conditions of their use I he chan!!c of the 
labour potential st.itc expressed b) the mdicators ot' gro\\ th or 1cducuon ot their 
economic e' aluation allo\i\ to come lo the problem of taking into account the 
ecological factors during the acceptation of the management decisions. 

The Directions of Ecologisation of an Industrial Complex of 
Ukraine 

WJ..olay /Ownlt e11ko, .r.:.umy S111re l 111\ enin l 'kr,Jln<' 

rhe further dc,elopmcnt of an cconomu.: complex of Ukraine 1s necessar) for 
building in vie\\ of the basic directions of modern ec~)log) nn<l economic polic) 

'O\\ad.iys it is possible to allocate four basic dirl.'ctions of th.: further economic 
de\clopment of the count!) \\ith simultaneous impro\cmcnt of an ecological 
situation. These ducctions arc versatile and for thc::i1 rl'.tlisation are n:qui1ed a 
different material input and time interval. 

!'he first direction indudes application ot clearing structu1es and filte1s "llhuul 
change of c:1.istmg lcchnolog1es, that b consists 111 m1111m1s.i11on of harmful 
emissions This direction mentions onl)' primary pan of economy enterprises. I or 
its reahsntion the rather small amount of money re marc~s ,md time 1~ required, 
however the first cause of occurrence of polluting substance!> rcmam not mentioned. 

1 he second direction is a change of technological processes or their pcrfoction. 
The essence of this method consists in optimisation of functioning of ex1 ting 
technologies. For its realisation it is necessary to have high enough scientific and 
technical potential I his direction co\ers the 111dustnal cnterpn~e!> wholly , n:quarmg 
sometimes of radical change of technological process nnd con.,cquentl) also 
replacements of the equipment. 

rhe third direction consists in replacement of issued production by another "1th 
similar characteristics, but bearing smaller ecological loading fhat is the change of 
structure of production. issued in an indu<itry is made, fa om the pomt of vie\'v of its 
profitability an<l ecological salet}. Thb direction cover~ any more only entcrprbe 
manufacturer of some product. but mentions also other managing subjects 

I he founh stage is a d1rcctwn of increase of a ecolog) and economic crfk1cncy 
is designed for prospect and mentions c:ociet) . 1 he purpose of the g1"en direc11on is 
the change of Ii fest) le of a ~oc1et), ib consumer p.) cholog) 

The application of all these din:ctions e,111 be carried out as gradually, step b} 
step. and simultaneous!), on all directions at once. 
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Project on the Use of Alternative Kinds of Fuel 
for Automobiles in the City Chernivtsi 

01/ta ,Uelnyl. , Bulwv1111an Branch OJ lhe \auonul 
EcoCenrer vf { krame ¥I\ RONA'', Ukrame 

During the last :rears in Chem1vtsi the number of automobi les has greatly 
increased l at pn.•sent 70 000 cars nre registered in the city) Considerable part ot 
above mencioned vehicles belongs to technicall} old and ccolog1cally dangerous 
automobiles, \\ hich were dt!livered from the countries of Central and \\'cstem 
l:urope. In most of these countries there is limited the of ethyl forms of" petrol artd 
di1el motor" withou1 special catal)'sts, that leads to ti.ill burning of fut:! Regions at 
the frontier became the place nnd sales market of such automobiles. Chernivtsi 1s not 
an exception of this rule In the result of the exces~i\e released quan1ity of' 
greenhou~e gases into the atmosphere, the percentage of carbon monoxide. metan, 
chloroOurocarbons ere. has greatly grO\\ n. Soil co\ er 1s much contammated ''1th 
plumbum. taliy and other hard metab. Mountainow; relief of the cit) and ancient 
architecture make this problem more difficult. 

M.i) be because of that, in 1988 governmental co1111niss1on cor1s1dcrcd all)ng w 11h 
other versions of causes of''Chern1vtsi disease of children"' (.1lopets1a), another tah~ 
\crsion concerning automobile gases release. 

Taking mto consideration that reason, the ~1Ud) of possibilitil.!s l>f introduction in 
our cit} the alternative kinds of automobile fuel is rather actual. Among altemame 
source'"> of fuel a possibility of introduction of Rrassicn nnpus L oil, biogases, 
hydrogenium is considered. At present in Chem1vtsi natural gas metan is \\ 1dcl) 
used as a fuel. Its i:ffect1\e use 1s possible under the condition of installation into 
automobiles modem reJuctors (technical device) In most cases home-produced 
rcductor~ arc not eflectivc and do not gi\.e the opponunity 10 gel the high el tic1enC) 
from metan burning. As a result of not complete rnetan burning, atmosphere is much 
contamanated A11mng at knrning world e\periencc of introducuon of alternative 
forms of fuelj the jomt project 1s prepared by local government and b) local 
ccoNGOs. This project b prepared 111 the framc\\.Ork of the Program l COLI. 'KS 
and 1he folloY. ing b expected. 

- conduct of international scientitic-prnctical conference on ques11ons of 
transformation of automobile common fuel inro alternatl\C one and ch,111g111g 
its technology into emironmentally safe technolog} , 
purchase of cheap technolog} and equipment (model instullataon) on gettmg 
Brass1ca nappus L oil. hydrogernum. biometan 01 other alternatl\ e kinds ol 
fuel; 
creation of consulting punkt exhibition (with use of purch<1sed model 
installations) for propaganda of new technology in automobile transponation; 

- conduct in the cit> by ecoNGOs a '~ ide-scale action "The Day of a 
Pedestrian" ("Am I able not to dri\ ea car one day a v. eek''"'); 
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conduct of round-tables on TV and with mass-media on questions of negative 
impact of automobiles on environment, search of solution ways of transport 
problem with specialists' and community's participation. 

Bukovinian Branch of the National EcoCenter "KRONA" seeks the partner from 
American side in the project realization. 

The Improvement of the Economical Instruments of Ecological 
Management in Ukraine 

Alexey Kltumarov, Odessa Polytechnic University, Ukraine 

We need an active employment of economical instruments to improve the 
environmental process. The actuality of inculcation of market inducements to its 
rationalization is intensifying because of budget deficit of Ukraine, reduction of 
national investments into the environmental activity. If we inculcate reliable 
economic-juridical mechanisms of environmental sanitation, we' ll form such 
conditions of industrial activity which can help householding subjects to observe 
environmental claims, to cut the volume of pollution and to prevent its appearance. 

A number of payment variety rose in last years. The rate of payments and fines 
for contravention of ecological legislation was enlarged. The round of environment 
users who have to fulfill the ecological payments was extended, and the number of 
people who has some exemptions in environment employment was dc~lined .. 

The reality of domestic ecological management attests that there ts no stimulant 
action of the system of economical regulators, they aren't able to prompt 
environment users to inculcate ecological safe ways of conducting the household. 

The rod of the ecological politics of Ukraine must be the st imulating of 
environmental safe activity which is based on existing methodological basis, tested 
by domestic practice, and consults the visible achievements in the sphere of 
ecological problem solution, which were accumulated in other countries. 

It is worth while to reduce the list of harmful materials, ejection of which must 
be paid, to provide more reasonable practical conditions of its implementation . 

It is worth while to change the order of ecological tax levy. 
It is worth while to change the address of ecological tax income, i.e. to direct 

these resources not to the budget, and to the accounts of out of budget ecological 
safeguard stocks. 

The mandatory prerequisite of financing system in the domain of environmental 
safeguard improvement due to ecological stocks is reappearance the independent out 
of budget status to environmental safeguard stocks of all territorial l~v~ls. 

In light of economic-ecological crisis and ineffectiveness of ex1stmg method~ of 
ecological management, it is necessary to inculcate the system of economical 
regulators of environment using in a brief term. 
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Realizing the Potential of Science for Sustainable Development 

Mikhail Lozare11ko, Sumy State University Ukraine 

The principle of sustainable development has been conceived in response to 
perceived inadequacies of earlier models of economic development. Traditional 
growth-oriented economic development has not always improved the economic 
prospects of the poorer sections of the populations, in developing and developed 
countries alike. As well, the industrialization process depends on natural resource 
exploitation, including fossil fuel and water resources, at rates and in ways that 
cannot be sustained indefinitely and that cannot be automatically transferred from 
the current developed countries to the developing ones. The agro-food industries are 
themselves contributing, in many cases, to the degradation of soil and water 
resources. New technologies, such as nuclear energy and genetic engineering, that 
show potential for relieving some environmental constraints, may also entail 
deepening environmental, health and technological risks. 

Neither the advance of science in itself nor the widening of competitive markets 
can be expected to promote, as if 'naturally', a path of sustainable development. On 
the contrary, the short-term orientations of much market-centered economic activit). 
and the mixtures of commercial, military and other strategic preoccupations that 
motivate much science-based technology development, can be antagonistic to the 
goals of ecosystem resilience, resource stewardship and social justice that may be 
considered foundations for long-term sustainability. 

To promote sustainable development there needs to be explicit identification of 
the kind of future socio-economic order that we wish to strive for, together with 
policies that encourage research, knowledge exchange and science applications - a 
permanent social learning - in pursuit of these goals. 

The objective of scientific attempt in this new context may well be to enhance 
the process of the social resolution of the problem, including participation and 
mutual learning among stakeholders, rather than a definitive 'solution' or 
technological implementation. This is an important change in the relation between 
the problem identification and the prospects of science-based solutions. 

The agenda of sustainable development thus means the guidance of scientific 
work and technology applications towards innovations that respect fundamental 
sustainability values such as local ecosystem resiliency, mitigation of global climate 
change impacts, energy efficiency, food security, and enhanced problem-solving 
capacities of local populations. An important part of this guidance and justification is 
the design and implementation of agreed social processes for quality assurance in 
science knowledge and technological implementations. 

Those v. ho place their faith in science and technology may suggest that 
knowledge advances can, in themselves, in due time bring so lutions to the dangers. 
disruptions and dilemmas that earlier science and technological interventions have 
generated. New quality assurance processes are needed for science and policy for 
sustainability, based on wide societal and ethical reflections. 
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Combustion in the RainForest: Ecology, Energy and Economy 
for a Sustainable Environment 

Mary1111 Lyuhcltak, Ukrmman Acadenw of Banking, S1mw Ukraine 

\~ orld Rainl'orcst areas arc shrinking b) the combined pre sure of the economic 
power or rich societies and the population needs of underdc\cloped societies 1 he 
RainFore:.t regions are the ultimate and only prntection a\ailable on Earth, able to 
dissipate the combustion emission excess of the motor driven industrial societies, so 
energy addicted I he loss of Rainroresl eco ystems 1s to the biosphere as the loss 
of the lungs, the liver and the k1dnc)S to .1 mammal as u 

"All material economies treat other compcmenh of the biosphere as resource<>, 
and nll the producb of economic acti\ it) arc evcntu,dl) returned to the biosphere as 
waste fhe Sc ond Lm' of 1 hermod)namies st.1tes th.it all nl<llc1 ial economic 
'production' IS in foci 'consumption' Any form of CCOllOllllC .tdi\ ii) dependent Oil 

material resources therefore contributes to a n111stanl increase 111 global net cntrop) 
(disordi:r). through the contmuous dissipation of tl\.ulahlc encrg~ and matte• It 
follow<; that: 

- Thc.!'rc.!' 1s no equilibrium in the encrID and mc1ten.ll rel.t11onship:. bel\\een 
industrial economics and the biosphere; 

- Sustain.ible dcH!lopmcnt based on prevailing patterns of resource use 1s not 
e\en 1heoretic.1lly concdvable. 

I he thermod) rrnmic interpretation or the economic proce s therefore suggests ,, 
nc" definttion of sustainable de\ clopment ~u tamable de\elopmcnt 1 dcvell1pmen1 
that mmi1111zcs resource u c and the increase of global entropy 

Anv human acti\ ity dependent on the comp~u111pti"e u L' of ecological resources 
(forest~), fo.hcnes, agriculture, waste disposnl) cannot be su tnmt:'d indefinitely 1f II 
uses not only the annual production of the biosphere (the 'interest') but also cuts mto 
the stnndmg tock (the 'capital')." (William Recs) 

I he rc~ult of technololl,ical advances 1s that in the la~t 50 }Cars about 70°0of1111 
known petroleum rcsourc;s have been burned. what nature created in ·I billion } cars, 
the ruling "economy" has been able to consume in 50 )Cars! What \\.C have chosen to 
de line as progress is actually the revi.:1snl of four billion )cars of c\.lllution. The 
mone) attrnctor and its grm~th imperative arc calling us not fornard to the future, 
but rather hack\\ard to\1ard a distant past before the earth became\ 1brant \I i1h lili: 

Ball) Commoner proposed to measure the en 1ronmental tmpact (I) as the result 
or rnult1ply111g three kc) factors· population (P ), affiucnce (A). and technolog) (T ). 
so that the env11onmental 1111pact of an) human oc1et) may be expressed as 

I p x A T, or, in v.ords. total pollution population x good per capita x 
pollut1on per un11 good 

From the .1bove mentioned three multipl) ing factors the technology factor is the 
most 111nucntml in the resulting increment in Cll\ 1ronmental pollution as neither the.!' 
growth of the popula11on nor the aftluence factor It 1s clear, that the en' 1ronmental 
impact cannot be attributed chiefl) to the increasing \\Orld population; therefore the 
cnvironment,\I problems will not be solved b) simplistic "zero populat1on growth of 
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the others." 
One measure that '>'ould combine the requirements of a ·:me ccolog) tn a ane 

econom) v.ould be a \\Orld GDP taxation system to •luball) redi!'>tribute income 
hct\\een eountnes and a C02 emissions tax to penalize non rcnc\\able tosstl fuel 
consumption and stimulate the transition to a su ta111,1blc Solar bnergy economy. A 
reasonable GDP tax of sa) 12°0 a\eragc payable h) the 20°0 nchest population 
countries would represent a 100% a' cragc 111come mcrcasc for the po0re!'>t 70° o 

world population. 4,000 million poor people could access to ,1 more decelll nutrition 
health sen.ices and education· nlso the 500 million rich population would reduce the 
chro111c unemplo) ment, with the increac;c m demand of basic products .md c;cn 1ees 
from the poor population of the \\orld 

If there is to be :i \\Ortlmhih: future for human pcdes 1t should be ba~ed more 
on the 1ntclltgent and efficient use of inlormat1on and rnlturc, titan tn the inefficient 
nnd egobt1c use of matter, money and energy 

Ecological Safety and Products Promotion 

O/eJ: Vegr(•b11 5111111 ~;rate Umvawy, Ukra111e 

The tendencies of dc .. elopmcnt of n modern soc1etv nre tho e, that the concepts 
effective cconOm) and ecolo~ become indissoluble One of directions underlining 
this 111d1 solubility, is eco-labelling. 

Eco-1.ibelling is an indirect stimulation of the manufacturer of p1oduc~1011 to 
rculisation of mea~urcs on reduction of influence by an i:n\ 1ronmc11t, by grantmg the 
right of usc of special ecological shortcuts at sale of a product rendcrmg the 1111111111al 
inlluence on an environment. 

!·or the <>imple businessman the nature protection mc.1sures are unprofitable and 
consequently tntcnention and support ol the state hi:re 1:. requm:d. fh1~ mt~ne1111on 
can be made by direct and mdirect \\ay Io a strn111ht lme concern din.:Cll\ cs ol n 
measure (compulsion m the leg1sla11ve order), pro\ is1on of economic mce11t1\eS 
reduction of the tax.es and direct financial support. Leo-labelling concerns to mdirect 
wavs of stimulation. It brings effect in a combin.1tion to propagation in a socic.!'ty nf 
pr~lection of an ell\ ironment. 

The iating of ecological safety ofa product is made on u \Oluntary basis. I hu~ is 
, 111.tl)sed not only product, but also all vital and production C)Cle. smce produclt<rn 
of nm material and tini hing the order after u~e. I he product successful!) past 
ched~ receh es the rie.ht of use on the pack111g of an co logical shortcut. I hus the 
con umer have an 'Opponunn~ to kno\\, that the gh en product renders on m 
em 1ronmcnt smalh:r influence, than product the competitors. In th rs conn~ct1on for 
the seller such product has higher parameters ofcompellll\eness . 

T'he nght of using of eco-lnb I is limited b) time and requires cunst,111t 
confirmation. Such situation stimulates not onl) manufacturer, but also its partners 
to constant perfection of production and \\Ork cycle. to support of scientific 
researche directed on decrease consumption of ra" material and negative mlluence 
on a n,1turc. 



Ecological Payments of the Ukrainian Agricultural Enterprises 
and the Way of Their Calculation and Payment Improvement (on 
an Example of the Agricultural Enterprises of Dniepropetrovsk 

Region) 

Irina J'o/nvi!., DmepropclrflHk Stale Agrarran l}1111·ers11y, lJkrame 

The distinctive peculiaring of' our time is the increa::.ed attention of the society to 
the ecological problt:ms l'oday significant part of the population of the globe lt\es 
under condiuons or ecological disaster or clo!>e to thl!m bpeci::ill) it concerns the 
industriall) ad\'anccd regions. such. as Dnicpropetrovsk are,1 

I he tcchnogen load on the tern tot') of the Dncprupetro\ sk urea e:-..ceeds m erage 
Ukraine parameters in 3-4,6 times. Agricultural enterprises arl! taken ''1th account of 
em ironrm:nt pollution Decrease of lertilit) of soils and their chemical pollution 
makes the ecological!) clean production , the:: demand on '' hich prompt!) grows in 

all world, unimpossiblc. 
I he perfection of financing of ecological development. which is carried our on 

residual methods in Ukraine is one of the essential requirements of the present time. 
The ecological chnrges in relation to a total internal product are not planned. The 
financial resources are used not on purpose. In I Q98 an actual pay level of ecological 
payments b) agricultural enterprises of area made 39°0 from calculated one. It is 
possible to predict, that for 1999 it was paid in the budgets of all levels even less. as 
the majority of forms of area are unprofitable. and the introduction of the fo;ccl 
agricultural tax releases the enterprises of branch from pa).tnent or nil kinds ot 
ecological paymcnh, except for thl! tax for pollution ofnc1tural c1n ironmcnt . 

It is usec.I about 40 ecological pa) mcnts in the wuntrics llf Europe. In Ukraine 
their circle is considerably less and includes· 

Pa) men ts for the right to use natural resource ; 
Tax for pollution of natural environment: 

- Payments for irrational use of natural resources and deterioration uf their 
quality. 

The basic lack of the ecology payments S)Stcm is the uncertaint) of its purpose, 
i.e. only 5-10% of the sum of a payment for ground arc used on nature protection 
measures. The system of ccolog) payments in Ukraine is constructed by a principle 
"\\ho pollutes, that pa)s" (PIGU taxes), \\hich ha!t a number of lacks and its 
stimulating function is poorly expressed 

l'hc alternative to existing system is the taxes to the factors of pollution. system 
of bonuses for uc;e the re<;ource saving technologies, ecological investment. sale of 
the property rights on natural resources. use of tourism and html as additional 
sources of financing of nature protection measures. 

With transition to the international standards of bookkeeping the account of 
ecological payments needs to be change. Ecology payments are offered to include in 
the cost price of production. Reporting the balance·sheet the sources of reception of 
naturul resources should be displayed in an Assets, and the relation of the prope11) to 
these sources must to be placed in Liabilities of' balance. At the presc111 stage it 1s 

1111portant to find an optimum ratio between the 111::cessur) size of ecological 
p.1y1nent:. and tax pres~ure on the agrkultural enterprises 

The Market Mechanism of the Investments in Innovations 

A 1111a Brou.ubw, t.fosco1i State U1111 ersm o/Managcmem Russia 

·1 he development of societ) entirely depends on a level of r.cicntitic and technical 
progress. which goes with thl· development of science and introduction of innovation 
tn production. 

fhc <.1dvanced countries of Northern America, Western l·urope, Japan for the last 
JO ~t:ars 1iave increased in absolute und relative expression costs on RCSl"AKCH 
\ND Dl·VEl OPl\1EN'1 (R&D). The relative parameter of costs on R&D in a gros~ 
rnternal product (GIP) testifies the state interest in applic<1tion for inncnation. In 
these countries ::it the end ol the 90-th years this parameter reached 1-J,5° o, and in 
Russia only 0.54° o. I he steep reduction of financing of R&D in Russia is 
accompanied by the negative changes in structure of the costs on realization of 
complex experiments, reali1ation of applied research and dc\'elopment in research 
insti tutes 

l'he applied research and its reali1.ation In Russia took almost 70°;, uf the general 
tinancial costs on R&D. 1 he modem system of financmg of R&O ts matnl) based 
on fina11c111g through the budget out la) s and tlu ough various fund~. I he budget 
outlays a1c ma111 source'> for fulfillment ol l.trge-~c.1le sc1cnt1fic and technH.:al 
prnbkms and l<trgct comple · programs. The no buJgetar) funds finance new 
technical and technological development. ·1 he research institutes are tinanci<ill\ 
detached. T'hcy arc not connected directly to a produce market, in which the seri~l 
enterpriSl.!S issue the innovations. !'hey have lo <;carch tinancial sources for the 
act1v1t), resorting to the help of the budget, no budgetar_I of funds, various type of 
the inve~tmcnt companies. business banks, financial and 111dustnal groups, forc1un 
111vestments. pnvate accumulation of the natural persons. 

For the duration of the centralized control system Russia allocated on R&D the 
large monc). For example, in 1985 costs on R&D \\ere equal to 3,9°0 of GIP 
llowevcr majority of innovations have remained not introduced in production. In 
many industries it makes 50° o. In some branches of chemical indusll) 30% of the 
development was onl} introduced 

The optimum decision of financing applied research can be achieved by the 
tollo\~ing way We consider the co~ts on R&D and introduction of innovations 
should be included by the special entry inlll the price of the product. produced by the 
serial cnlt'!rprisc r he cert:1111 share of financial deduction-. after realization or the 
product purposefully shou ld come back to reproduction of mnO\ation One part of 
this money should be 111 a special hnnk for use on research. and the other part of 
them to intend lor mnovation co!tts or the serial emcrpnse. I his decision will 
promote the development of the market mechanism of the 111vcstments in 
inno' ations. 
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Economic, Social and Environmental Indicators of Sustainable 
Development 

Yuri Surko1', .<iumi )tute Un11·erstl} Uk.rwne 

Each locality is a human ecm) stern \\1th many unique characlerisucs. 
Sustainability indicators measure human ecosystem, and they .ire most useful \\hen 
applied locally. 

Sustainability 111d1cators are deri\led from the concept of natural ccos) :-.tcm 
indicator<>. f"he following list descnbes the charactcmt1cs ot good sustainability 
indicator: 

l) ll consistenll) renects the status of a significant nnd fundamental 
chara1,:teristics, 

2) 1t is understood and nccepted b) community; 
J) it is statistical!) and practically measured,) 11!lding dcfonsible data backed by 

clear logic: 
4) it has clear. understandable links with other indicator:.: 
5) 11 represents or di1ectl) relates to important community \<.llues 
A variety of well-kmm n economic mdicuton measure the many facets of human 

societ), e.g. Gross National Product (GNP). Gross Domestic Product (GDP), stock 
mnrket averngcs, unt•mplo) ment rate, PO\·Crt) le\ cl .ind foreign exchange rate. The 
GNP, GDP .rnd stuck m.trkct a\t'.·rages arc frequently used to determine the health of 
an economy. Y ct the GNP and GDP are really onl) intendent as a measure of a cash 
llow, and the stock marlcl averages measures the aggregate stock performance, none 
were originally intended as a measure of economic health 1 hat's because they 
register costs on environmental disasters, natural disasters and medical expenditures 
as positi\e adjustment. 

A more comprehensiH: indicator than GNP or GDP. thc Indicator of Sustaanabk' 
Economic Welfare (lShW), depends on data on a \\Ide \ancty of economic 
parameters, all combined into a single index In contrast of the GNP and the GDP, 
the ISCW includes social and environmental costs too. 

Sucwl ind1catol'.s evaluate human de\elopmem and qualit) of life. Sub
components include education, health care. cost of Ii\ ing, crime cultural diver-it), 
racial/nationaliL) disparities, community invohcm~nt and )OUth bsucs 'I hcsc 
clements are most studied in isolation, ofien ignoring the 1mport.rnt linb hem 1.:cn 
them 

One combined social indicator u ed toda) is the Human Development lnde:x 
(1101) de\eloped b) United Nmions Dc\elopment Program (UNDP). It combim:~ 
measures of education, health c.in: and economy b) assigning \ .1lucs and gender and 
income distrihutional factors 

rhe plethora of enrironmental indicators have already been developed at 
international, national and local levels. rhcsc generally include indices for 

air pollution. me,asuring a number of chemical concentrations, 
water quality, measuring pollutant levels and indicator species: 

- wetlands, measuring area; 
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- diversity, measuring number and t)pe of species 
All gi"e useful readings of cm ironmcntal quahl) and sometimes ol ccolog1cal 

health too. 
Missing from the indicators listed above 1s idea of interconnection between them 

and their ability together represent a whole S) stem. Environmental. social and 
economic indicators are linked in a same way as the system the) mea;.ure are linked. 

Necessary tasks towards sustainability evaluation 111clude re-evaluation ot 
cxistmg indicators. exploring links between them and development of a nc\\ ones 

Aquatic Ecosystems' Biological Contamination with Alien 
Species 

A11a~lthija Koltlu/ev11, Klwpeda I nnentll' l.11hua11w 

Because of human economic activities a lot of polluted substances are being 
tlO\\ed out mto the \\.ater reservoirs. This may cause serious changes in animals' 01 

plants' communitie as well as in whole aquatic ecos)stems' functioning Another 
side of the antropogernc effect, a kind of so-.;alled "b1olog1cnl contam111at1on", ts 
111creasing imasion of v.;atcr organisms. 1 his kind of contamination and tb 

consequences on environment in some cases can be much more serious then others 
antropogenic factors. Moreover, different from an) other contaminant, which can be 
remo\e<l from the aquatic ecosystems by natu1al purif} ing processes .md ollen is 
human controlled, alien species can successfull} breed and spread 111 the rcc1p1ent 
area and may cause a lot of serious unforeseen problems. As a rule, introduced 
organisms have no predators or specific par.tsites in the new environment. so they 
can suppress or completely force out nauve specie:. competing ,.,.ith them for food 
and :.pace or caung them out. Such the affection may evoke a sunplitication of the 
community's structure and diminish its stability. lmasion of alien species may also 
further the aggravation of water quality, distribution of some harmful parasites and 
diseases. 

·1 he introduction from other water S)Stems can be accidental w11h shipping 
transpon, orb) anglers Or it can be initiated b) hidrobiologists (for instance, some 
crustaceans were introduced in 70's into the Lithuanian "'aters to enrich the fodder 
base of native fi shes). Ilowever, sometimes insufficiently considered attempts of 
directed mvasion caused man) nee,ative consequences for the most components of 
th1.: natural ccos)stems. 

No\rnda}s the most common method for spreading of alien species 1~ acc1den1,1l 
introduction with ship::. ballast waters. This process has become a global p1oblcm 
and sometimes 1t is c<1lled "ecological roulcue" So uncontrolled pouring off the 
ballast waters led to installnt1011 of more than 20 alien organisms into the Baille Sea 
The influence of these organisms on the Hattie aquatic ecosystem isn't completely 
~tudicd yet, but it is obvious that the) can sufficiently affect the environment. 
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Description of the Charity Information Publishing Center 
"Green Dossier" Activities 

Kateryna ,'fa/kolla, Kiev National University of 
Economy, NGO "Green Dos:ner". Ukraine 

Jn 1995 the Green Dossier started the "antiplastic campaign" which aimed at 
attracting the attention of the public to the problem of household waste disposal. 
Another purpose was to unite the public and private sectors as \\<Cll as non
governmental organisations in order to find efficient ways of sorting, r~cycling and 
utilising the household waste. 

In Ukraine, just like in other NJS, waste products are gathered together. Only 
glass, metal and polymer-free types of paper are subject to recycling. All other kinds 
of waste are sent to incineration plants and landfills without being sorted out A.,, a 
result, the waste dumps are overfilled with garbage while incineration plants emit 
various pollutants into the air. Moreover, Ukrainians are not used to sorting out 
household waste that could serve as valuable resource for industry On April 22 in 

t 995. known as the Earth Day, we used plastic bottles and metal kegs to bui ld the 
"Headless Humankind Memorial" in the Hydropark, the favourite recreational site of 
Kiev-s residents. The memorial was placed near the Metro station entrance so that 
every person passing by could see what we are doing to our planet by turning into 
huge waste dump. The action was sponsored b) compan) "Rosinka", a soft drink 
producer, that used at that time only environmentall) friend I) glass for its products. 

In 1996 we built a rail of plastic bottles. By do111g so we wanted to demonstrate 
that we should oppose plastic bottles because they are not subject to recycling. And 
what is more their chemical formula exe1ts negative influence on the products within 
them by changing their quality. 

In 1997 we organised a street theatre show in order to call the public attention to 
the problems of household waste sorting. The costumes of all the participants were 
made of waste: cardboard boxes, plastic bottles, metal kegs. The shov.. \\as supported 
by DOFN roundation (the Netherlands) and Kiev State Administration 

Later we organised a press-club and invited the vice-director of Kiev-s 
incineration plant as well as representatives of local authorities, mass media, and 
NGOs to participate in the discussion. Later the Council of City Administration for 
environmental protection held a special sitting, devoted to problems of waste 
disposal. 

All these activities were preceded by monitoring of the waste problem and 
informational campaigns in Ukrainian mass media 

The monitoring made it clear that it is easier for our country to incinerate waste 
or accumulate it in the landfills. In order to recycle waste we need technologies that 
in fact exist onl) on paper. When it comes to their implementation it is always a 
problem for the government to find the money . In such situation we can rely only on 
the private sector, but our legislature is far from being perfect. For instance, there 
exist real legal possibilit ies on tax deductions for environmental friendly production. 
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There has even been made a precedent: a businessman who gathers broken glass in 
Kiev was exempted from taxes. However in order to receive a tax-exempt status one 
has to prove that he or she has a right to it. The faultiness of Ukrain ian legislature 
can also be demonstrated by the fact that the Parliament passed the Waste Law two 
years ago, but it has nothing to say about the household waste. At the same time the 
government promised to work out a separate law that would control household 
waste wh ich has not been passed yet. Moreover despite the antimonopoly law, the 
Ukrainian state remains the monopolist on Wllstc and its transportation. 

For the last few years there have occurred some companies in Ukraine that 
possess technologies for plastic packaging recycling ru1d also have the means and 
desire lo work in this market. As a rule plastic bottles arc recycled into construction 
materials (like tiles and bricks) or household goods (like buckets and tubs). fhrce 
week~ ago a pnvate company in Odessa opened a centre where people can exchange 
plastic bottles for money. Pensioners and schoolchildren started collectmg bottles 
righl away, because the former always need some extra money to survive until .the 
next pay out day, and the latter as a rule lack pocket money. Besides it is not a 
difficult JOb because at present most son drinks in Ukraine are bottled in plastic 
packaging, which means these people can easily find bottles to collect. 

Nevertheless. the problem of utilisation and recycling remains urgent because 
these few companies that now work at this market function at the local level and 
cannot span the whole Ukraine. This means that we need a complex program on 
waste management that will be attractive to all sectors of the soc1et). We know that 
the neighbouring Poland has a well regulated waste management system We arc 
sure that Polish experience would be of great value for Ukraine, because our 
countries have very much in common indeed. 

Besides industrial recycling there is another way of using the household waste. 
Ukrainian craftsmen make rocket projectors, sculptures. pictures, toys and other 
incredible things of plastic bottles. 

Information about our organisation you can find on http://www.dossier.kiev.ua 

Environmental Innovations: the Strategy of Modern Enterprises 

A leksandr Romanko, S11my State Umverslly, Ukraine 

At the present time we are at a fork in the road The world around us is changing. 
Industry has refined its focus away from simple mass production toward qualit} . 
Enhancing quality requires empowering every company to find better ways of doing 
old tasks. It requires discovery and constant innovation. The blending of 
environmental and economic considerations into decisions about how to design and 
produce products - is not just theory. It is becoming an essential part of doing 
business m all over the world. 

The necessity to select the best ways to achieve environmental progress will 
create an explosion of environmental benefits. Opportunities for environmental 
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improvements should be identified by the regions and localities. not just by 
government and international programs M.tn) in the prh ate sector have led the \\a) 
in innovating pollution prcventton, "design for the em:ironrnent." life·c~cle design. 
and total qualit) env1ronm<.'ntal management. These efforts make the cm ironment 
cleaner. often at less cost. And these efforts sometimes free up resources so that the 
companies can expand theirs environment:-il investment into the inner cities, harbors. 
parks, and other ecosystems. When "'-C speak about the life-cycle design it 1s possible 
to determine the following strategies: 

I . Selection of lo'' impact materials 
2. Reduction of material usage 
3. Optimiz.ation of production techniques 
4 . Optimi1.ation of distribution system 
5 Reduction or impact during use 
6 Optimization ofinitrnl life-time 
7. OptimiJ'at1on of end-of-lifo system 
8. New concept development 
l'hc new environmental goals must focus on harnessing such "green business 

practice" mstead of jus1 pu,hing for punishment An importunt trend \\ ithm local 
communities is the development of n wealth of envinmmental protection. 
Innovations that combine ecological rationalit) and sustainabilit; principles \\llh 
local economic de,eloprnent have begun to blossom around rhe world. According to 
such criteria among the all types or environmental innovations ii is po-;sible to <le line 
main directions '~hich need to be focused on· 

• Agrit·ulture (rational land-use: cm 1ronmental plannmg agncultttre) 

• Green cons1mc11011 and deHgn (alternatl\ e building design an<l materiab fo1 
resource con~ervat1on; "green" bu1ld111g standards. <.'n\ ironmentall) friend 
building projects) 

• C11y-w1de cm•1ronm<'llfal a}!.endu.\ (integrated municipal projects for energy, 
"ater and resource conservation: transportation and land-use planning for 
"liveable", walkable cities; greenbelt and anti-sprav. l initiatt\es) 

• F.nergy (efficienc:i; ; allemathe generation) 

• Green husine.u ("green" goods and sci'\ ices; scrap-based manufacturing. eco
mdustrial parks) 

• Commum~l' greenm~ (parks and greenspaccs; urban forestr) ; "brownfield" 
redevelopment: community land trusts) 

• \filitary• plam~ co11ver.vton (building deconstrul:lion. reuse and "green" 
renovation; civilian mixed-use development on former plants) 

• Transportation (transit-oriented development: masi. transit; solar-powered 
vehicles: fuel cells; car sharing; bicycle and walking encouragement plans) 

• Waste reducuon (composting and recycling p:irtnerships: reuse operations) 
• Water and air (conscn:ation/c ffic1cnc) · retrofit programs· biological 

waste\\ater treatment). 
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Conversion and Utilization of Solid Wastes 

Olenu Smett111y11/.. , Chernn·t,r F11cult) of the 
Klmrkn· State Polytechmcal Uni,•enm·, I Jkrame 

rllt: problem of solid wastes utili1.ation 1s \cry characteristic 111 sm;ill cities. In 
Chernivtsi citv this problem i!i constant!) discussed It 1s neces-.ary to build a modern 
terrilOf) of st~rmg and conversion of communal solid \\a'>tcs. rrc<;ent territoncs or 
"astes storing and conversion do not meet san 1tary-h) gicntc contcmporaf) 
requirements and make population Ii\ ing near such places to prote~t. Accumulation 
of solid wastes in the city and its irregular removal made em ironmental state worse. 
fhc situation has been improved after introduc1ion of the private firm " Altfater .. m 
the ct!) for transportation of wastes out of it. However, it is sti 11 actual to distrib~tc 
these wastes into the componenLs: paper. food wastes. glass, wooden matenal. 
metals and other materials. Especially this problem concerns utilization of plastic 
"aste~ (bottles, glas~es, dic;posable utensils, etc). 11 is urgl'nt to plan small enterprises 
of \\astcs utiliza~ion ,rnd its conversion in the <:it) 

Besides liquidation of communal solid wastes and solution of sa11itary-hye1en1c 
ta'\ks, it 1s also necessar~ to set economic tasks. l'hc use of secondary resources, its 
utilization can be profitable To our mmds, It is actual for the city to learn global 
principles: burning of wastes with gas receiving consequences, compost of o:ganic 
wastes, creation of reservoirs for gelling bio gases. Solid communal \\t1stes tn our 
cit) include a great amount of biogennc components "h1ch allow to produce 
compost out or them . Construction or a big plant of solid "astes conversion is not 
purposeful for ·uch small ctties as Cherni-.tsi In our case a considerable ccolog)
economical effect can be gained tn the result ot the co-operation bct\\een 
constructions of solid "astes conversion and other local enterprises. For example, 
the building of small boiler-rooms on burning solid wastes not far from sleeping 
areas, hO\\cver this concept is nol possible to introduce because of' lack of modc:n 
dir filters \\h1ch could meet normative need) of environmental state. At present 111 

Chernivtsi solid wastes transponation is done b) t\\O wa) s, but the method of storing 
at territories is seen as the most accessible and the mo~l simple. At those territories 
the compression of wash:s is conducted in such a way, that 1t pro' ides increase of 
load per square unit. Considerable expenses arc needed for \\Ork on solid \\astcs 
isolation and ne\t the place should be cultivated under such territory I ollo'' rng such 
methods every 25 years it is needed to choose a new p.u1 ol territory and that means 
to take new plots of land out of use. Besides, such places ol stormg must be lncatcJ 

I --10 km .iwa) from the cit~ 
Analy-.1s that wa":> held. points at the necessit) to introduce 111 Chern1\itS1 city 

;iltan.tti\c storing methods of solid wastes utilization. In 1his case. experience ol 
other c1t1cs as Chernh tsi is of great interest to us. 
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Problems of Domestic Finns Innovative Activ ity Investment 

Olga Prokopenko, Sumy State University, Ukraine 

As on Ukraine the decay to sales of the majority of the conventional domestic 
goods lasts, for crisis overcoming the firms should onent predominantly to new 
production. However there is a problem of looking up of the investments, 
indispensable for it. 

In a most cases of the new goods progression in the market demand considerable 
costs of mining of the goods, its testing, organiz.ation of manufacturing and sales, the 
stimulation of sales etc. Feature of the ascent on the market of the nev. goods is a 
high scale of market uncertainty. By one of the main causes of reluctance of the 
investors to nest means in effecting the new goods there is that the investments not 
always pay off (46% of costs on creation and the progression of novations is 
necessary on items. which one do not find demand). 

Innovative financing is a new fom1 of firms activity and its development is enough 
complex. In Ukraine there are a small amount of firms which arc capable to innovative 
self-financing. The commercial banks too reluctant!) go on crediting innovative 
projects. Another mechanisms of innovations financing are only in the early stage. 

In Europe for last I 0 years considerably have decreased innovative projects 
financing with the private capital. The EU leaders see an decision in implementation 
of the cooperation projects, which are financed at the expense of different sources, 
that lowers a risk level for separate investor. The similar practice can give outcomes 
in Ukraine: having developed the principles of innovative projects cooperation 
financing with the cheating in accounts of distribution of the income from 
implementation of the project for each it is possible to fom1 the participant 
depending on a risk level, investment pools under profitable innovation projects. It is 
not necessary to create for this purpose associations of banks or funds: all problems 
of distribution of the income can be decided within the framework of the contract 
between the investors. The international contract right allows to realit.e the similar 
projects not only within the framework of one country. For engaging means of the 
private overseas investors in post-socialistic countries the governments of developed 
countries have created the special investment programs. In Ukrnine since 1994 acts 
·'Western NlS Enterprise Fund ", however outcomes of it activit}' retiring Most 
perspective should be tum of a network of investment funds and companies. 

for 1.01.1998 to the Ukrainian economy was involved 2 billion dollars of 
straight lines of the foreign investments or 40 dollars per capita. For comparison in 
diverse countries of transient economics this index by the beginning of 1997 
following: in Hungary 1000 dollars per capita. in Czech Republic 400. in Estonia 

320, in Poland - 110. In frame to the overseas capital, which one has entered 
Ukraine, 60% make fees in the real estate and deliveries "not of the maiden 
freshness" rigging and only 20% - financial contributions. Fees by the way of 
incorporeal assets, first of all in the form of know-how. off-the-shelf technologies, 
management and etrectings, make no more than 0.5%. And in addition these fees are 
directed not to forward areas of modem economics, and basically in foreign trade 
and food-processing industry, accordingly on 1/3 all embeddings. 
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About the Activity of the Social Organization " Eco - 129" in the 
Field of the Nature Conservation 

Oksana Subbotina, Central European Umversity, Hungary. 
Kirill Myzgin, Kharkov Social Orgamzation "Eco-129 ", Ukraine 

At the beginning of the new millennium the mankind begins to understand the 
sharpness of the problem of the interaction of society and nature. lt is obvious that 
the future of the present and future generations depends on the solving of this 
problem. The solving of the problem of interaction of society and nature can not be 
solved without the development of new way of thinking, environmental ethics of the 
mankind in general and every person in particular. Thus, the solving of the problem 
1s mostly Lhe task of the youth. 

The authors take an active part in the activities of the environmental organi1at1on 
"Eco 129". which was established on the basis of the secondary school 129, 
Khrako" The school is a structural element of the concept of continuing 
environmental education. Students and teaching staff of the Geology and Geography 
Department of Kharkov National University give all necessary methodical and 
practical help to the youth organization "Eco 129". take part in the conduct of the 
environmental experiment. The main objective of the organization is to unite the 
youth in order to protect nature and to put into practice the ideas of studying and 
preserving of nature. 

The members of the organization "Eco 129" take part in the working out of 
different environmental projects such as "Eco Summer"', "The First Snowdrop·', 
" Eco - New Year"', "The Birch Juice" "The Autumn Leaf', etc. The most active and 
interested of the pupils take part in the scientific research activities in the teams of 
the Kharkov section of the Small Academy of Science of Ukraine. Some research are 
carried out by the order of ecological organizations and have practical goals (e.g. 
"The contamination of the atmosphere of Dierzhms~y district of Kharkov by the 
cm1ss1ons of automobile transport", "Ecological state of the recreational resources of 
Kharkov", etc.) 

The youth ecological organization "Eco 129" is a member of the regional 
association of school organi.Gations "Leader 21 ". It cooperates with Kiev department 
of "Greenpeace", ecological group ·'Pecheneg.i", Ukrainian Ecological League, and 
Ecological Police of Kharkov, museums of nature and water of the city. 

One of the main conditions of the transition towards the sustainable development 
is the de\clopment of the continuing strategy of ecologization of all aspects of life 
and activities of society. The most important role in the process of solving of the 
problems mentioned above is played by education of youth. The examples of the 
organit.ation of environmental activittes of ·'Eco 129" are given in the report. The 
authors analyze the work experience of the organization and discuss the perspectives 
for the further research for the next 5 years. 
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Economic Safety Aspects of Reserve Park "Kinburska Spit" 

Rom an Valesuk, Myko/ayhJ Branch 
the Unhlers1ty of "Kiev-Mohyla Academy", Ukraine 

. This sum~er clubmen of "KMA Economics club " spent an outdoor seminar in 
Kmburska Spit reserve One of the most urgent aims was the acquaintance with 
economic _aspects of reserve functioning. A great attention was paid to some 
problems, m consequence of which a natural state of Kinburska recreation 1one can 
?ecome worse perceptibly. Mainly they are associated with scales of "wi ld" 
m frastructure rest. So the proof of scale is almost always full cutters, which transport 
people across the ~stuary from T. Ochakov to K. Spit and on the contrary. ft is vcr) 
important to mention each second person returns to the previous resting-place again. 
A c~nsrderable mflux of contemporary infrastructure 1s also observed from 
continental zone. In fact a considerable amount of houses are built and mainly for 
so-called "green tourists" on the reserve territory. The building materials must 
s~mehow be supplied. That's why the building of the road has been started which 
wrll allow to ~et into the reserve each driver. There aren't any impediments for this. 
Moreove~ ~lohday-makers and local inhabitants arc interested in permission of free 
reserve v1s1t. 

Though it's impossible to protect of untouched nature from savaae tourism the 
way out from regulation can be found in establishment of certaln equilib;ium 
between them. 

From microeconomics point of view the reserve is itself the social wealth for 
which nobody does not pay and is used by every individual. It means tha; the 
~arginal u~ility with every additional visitor to the reserve will diminish, because of 
h1111 polluting the environment. The recreation zone will not be able to bear a 
permanently increasing amount of holiday-makers. 
. We have made the analysis of practical arrangements, that traditionally an:: used 
in an_ economic practice for solving such questions. So VIC can offer the following 
solution: 

I. To create a tourist complex with a limited amount of holiday-makers on 1he 
reserve territory. Attracting money for investing of this project will not 
compose a problem. as a high demand on touri~t services is observed. 

IJ. Entrance on t~e reserve territory muSt be limited by vouchers presence, whrch 
are to offer with a quota. 

Ill.An individual permit must be given to the voucher and it'll allow to abide in 
the territory of reserve some time. 

So, offered arrangements influence on a limitation of reserve using and 
formation of money founds. ' 

Creation of such tourist complex may solve other urgent problems of local 
inhabitants. 
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Ecological Insurance 

Denis Jgitov, Su my State University, Ukraine 

Ecological situation in Ukraine is very bad. Verhovna Rada acknowledged its 
territory as the zone of ecological catastrophe. Expenses for environmental 
protection and volume of using ecologically pure equipments were twice diminished. 
It needs an immediate energization of environmental movement. But it's impossible 
without great financial resources. The opportunities of budget are limited; so it needs 
an alternative source of ecological financing. 

Economic responsibility in well-developed countries if provided from insurance 
(reserve) funds. Insurance of losses after accidental environmental pollution is well 
used. Ecological insurance is provided in many countries and is carried o~t by 
private insurance companies. 

The companies also form the own reserve funds for this purpose. From the end of 
the 70lh the special ecological insurance organizations started to appear. Firstly they 
were formed in Japan for the oil catastrophes. More then 40 countries have such 
organizations (France, Italy, Holland, England etc.). They insure more ecological 
risks than other companies. 

But the problem in Ukraine is also that payments' dimension exceed financial 
opportunities of the companies. In this situation it could be better to use collective 
form of insurance. 

Institutional Ideas and Environmental Reality: 
Economic Theory for Ecology 

Sergiy Dvorkill, Kharkov State Academy of Municipal Economy, Ukraine 

Non-successful attempt:. to achieve economic goals via economic theories 
applying often bring discredit on importance of economic speculations. Emphasis in 
many economic theories is placed in very specific spheres of economy, e.g., 
monetary policy, fiscal measures, demand stimulating etc. Theories are full of 
different hypotheses, suppositions, tolerations facilitating theoretical development. 
And these sides of current economics make it distant from the real status quo in 
economy. Besides, non-economic factors are not taken into account very often. 
However we should not forget that substantial practical results are impossible 
without theories. 

One of the leading scientific schools in current economic theory trying to solve, 
to overcome above-mentioned problems of economics is institutionalism 
(institutional approach). 

Before all, uti lity of the institutional approach is in its ability via institutional 
mechanisms to solve a large scope of problems ,not only economical ones in the full 
sense. One of the foundators of institutionalism, Ronald Coase, formu lated basic 
principles of transactional approach to economic orgamzauon:; research_( connected 
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with the "transactional costs" concept) and privacy rights theory . The main Coase's 
conclusion is: if privacy rights are clearly defined and if transactwnal costs are 
slight, then resources allocat1on will stay fixed and optimal, not depending on re
distribution of privacy rights (Coase 's theorem ). 

The main idea of this paper is in the possibility of Coase's ideas use in ecology 
,especia lly in connection with so called externalies (airport noise disturbing local 
inhabitants, industrial smoke polluting a ir in the districts of neighbouring houses 
etc.) .On the base of Coase's theorem it is possible to achieve environmentally and 
economically optimal allocation of resources and external effects 'ia free trade in the 
sphere of rights to pollute environment in admissible limits. Therefore, levels of 
emissions are defined by rights bought by every agent. Consequently, producers 
become interested in use of environmentally more pure technologies to re-sell their 
rights to pollute to those who are not successful in this sphere. The other useful side 
of institutionalism in ecology is in its attempts to solve environmental problems 
creating new forms of institutions minimizing negative effects of other 
organizational systems in this sphere, that is one of the ways to solve problems is in 
institwional design. 

Polymers and Plastics as the Source of Environmental Pollution 

lryna Dronova, National University of Kyil'-Mohyla Academy, Ukra111e 

It 's a well-known fact that polymers and plastics occupy one of the primary 
positions among other materials, the sphere of usage is wide. However, now the 
mankind faces a range of problems, connected with polymers. First of all , a lot of 
synthet ic materials have some toxic effects and therefore, either used for packing 
food products, medical equipment or because of the migration of harmful substances 
into environment (not only during usage, but also in the processes of utilization) can 
cause harmful impact on human health, living beings and environment. Another 
problem is the great amounts of p lastic wastes. They can be either eliminated, which 
also has some serious consequences for the condition of environment, or recycled. lt 
is now possible to find a wide range of opportunities of recycling the polymers 
wastes, some of such technologies are really useful and convenient, and are worth 
being provided into life in the state level. Tl is still a prob lem how to separate plastic 
wastes from the garbage so as to make the whole process of utilization as cheap as 
possible. The significant success in the solution of these problems has been ach il.!ved 
by many countries of the world, so global cooperat ion can bring the most effective 
and positive results. Besides, the whole problem has much in common with the 
creation of systems of waste-free production, the most possible appro>..imation of the 
producer and the cusiomer. forming new types of economic systems and so on. The 
solution of the problem depends strongly on the government of the state, so there's 
the necessity in investigating such questions on the sta te level. 
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Environmental Management in Ukraine 

Tatiana Jvashchenko, Sumy State University, Ukraine 

After a 20-ycar incubation period, Environmental Management is now accepted 
as the leading operational concept for organ izations aiming to improve their 
environmental performance and work towards goals such as eco-efliciency, 
sustainable production patterns and development. The mid- l 990ies arc the turning 
poinr in the trend away from command and control towards more voluntary or 
market based instruments. 

Organ ization and managing projects of environme.nal use, operating now in 
Ukraine don ' t provide coordination of economic and environmental protection aims. 

The reforming of Ukrainian economy and mechanism of realization enviromental 
management system must not be separated. This principle is the base for "The main 
direction of Ukrainian state policy in the field of environmental protection, using 
natural resources and providing ecological safety". 

Concerning the ways of reforming mechanism of environmental management in 
Ukraine it is useful to transform methodological base we have today and to 
emphasize the new, more efficiency market instruments of environmental using. 

Many countries have stored up a great experience of using different economic 
too ls of environmental management. The main of them which can be used in 
Uk.raine are grouped in several ways: 

tax-tools; 
tools of credit sistem; 

- cco-payments for pol lution; 
- price tools; 
- payments for achivemcnt of ecoresults; 
- selling of ecorights for pollute; 
- eco insurance; 
- market certificates. 

Non-Timber Forest Products 

Helena Fom azaril!, University of Koper, Slovenia 

"You can't see the forest for the non-timber products" doesn't sound qui te as good 
as the original, but it is becoming an accepted fact: there are alternative economic 
resources in the forests bes ides timber. Plants, lichens and fungi have been valued 
and used throughout history. We have recently given them a new name: non-timber 
forest products (NTFP), reflecting our constant interest in the economy of things. 
The most common NTFPs in the Pacific Northwest are used as floral products, 
medicinal herbs, edib les (mushrooms, berries), and transplants for landscaping. 
Wildcrafters, or NTFP harvesters, are not easily characterized. Some folks are 
experts on the flora of their local area. Others may travel throughout the region 
following seasonal timing for best quality. Different products attract different 
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harvesters. Some products arc t) picall) harvested b) groups of migrant pickers. 
often Asian or Hispanic \\Orkers. Other products are maml) collected b) local 
harvesters for personal uses or small local businesses Some large industries contract 
with pickers for commercial quantities . In contrast to trees, man> NTl-Ps can be 
c;ustainably harvested more frequently. NTFPs are an exciting economic opportunity 
in place of or in combmation with timber harvest For example. a!le1 u fire. although 
timber trees may have been los,t, some of the earl) seral species, those \\ hich rapidly 
take hold in the open spaces after a fire, are NTI Ps By utilizing these species for the 
fe"' years the) are abundant, the land manager may be able to nrnintain a more 
constant profit, and actually reduce the amount or trees neccssar) 10 har\'cst late1 
Non- I imber forest Products. t) p1call) smaller plants. tend tu have narro\\cr hab1Ldl 
ranges than trees. 'I he} arc more sensitive to ecos~stem changes. In the process of 
re-teaming the value of these c;pecics, we not onl} find more income opportunities 
from our forests, but greater inccnti' e to assure that management 1s sustamablc for 
the entire ecosvstem. Since man} of our fore~ts an~ dense due to tire suppression. 
ecosystem ma~agl!mcnt can mvolve thinning great numbers of NTf'Ps 1 h..:se 
include small diameter materials .111d brush (man.l'.anita. ccanothus). but for species 
arc like I)' impacted as \\ell. Can we get in before the large acth it1cs and ~alvagl! any 
for populations that \\ill get destroyed b)' the thmning'! Can ''e find markets for the 
brush species and smallpolcs that come out as part of the management plan? Where 
starting to research the possible markets for the shrub and for species that arc 
common by-products offer work in the forests . 

Environmental Management Development in Ukraine (EMDU) - a 
Ukrainian-Canadian Program for Rehabilitation the Dnipro River 

Igor J~/..ra. /mcrnalional Developmel// Re.1earch Center, l krainc· 

The lntemat1onal Development Research Center (IDRC) 1s started to unplemcnt 
EMDU program in Ukraine based on memorandum of grant conditions "1th 
Ministry of Ecology and 1'atural Resource:. The goal of EMOU is to support and 
strengthen on-going reform process 111 Ukrainian mstitutions for . better 
en\ ii on mental protection ac11v1tics, to improve economic und nn estmcnt pollc) and 
to increase en\ ironmcntal U\\areness among the Ukramian populatllln. rhe O\erall 
Canadian contribution to th.: program exceeds 10 million CAD. The program is 
going to be terminated at the end of2000. 

There are seven main components in the program: drinking water qualll) 
management, public outreach through tele\ i::.ion programming. de,clopmcnt ot 
environmental management mformational systems, development of biote~1 S) stem 
environmental audits anC! clean technologies, investment and environmental 
entrepreneurship. ecology and cconom) of solid \\astcs. 

IDRC is giving research grants to local organisations lo suppon projects 
recommended monitored and appro\ed b) a local committee of experts \\Ith vetting 
by IDRC As necessary IDRC provides management support and technical gu1dnnce 
to grant recipienb. 
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Complex Ecological System Modeling 

Rais lmayev, Kharkov State Aerospace university {"f.:.hA.1"). Ukraine 

A mathcmat11.:al model 111 ecolog). as Ill the other :-;cienccs, is not a goal. but a 
means of studying the actual system. I herefore, it is es~cntial f..no\\ and understand 
the possibilities and limitutions of such mathematical models, and or using them in 
variou-; tasks of both theoretical and practical ecology Among these various task arc 
eco-systcm behavioral forecasting, choice of optimal strateg) of eco-sy•aem 
exploitation. population control, ecological estimate ofagncultural technologies, etc. 

' I he imitating process model itself must stand as a t:JLmdation of an) imitation 
dialogue S)Stcm which \~e might develop. The imitating process model is a model 
that .11lo\\ 5 us tu perform a process '' ilhin gi\en parameters Analysts receive 
information about a process as that process plays JI sell out f hey then anal) .l'.e that 
information and inrrotluce influences to control the proc..:ss. 

It \\Oultl be ver) helpful to use computer applications (expert systems) instead of 
anal)sts lo guide and control such imitating processc<. Fuay logic controllers help 
to build such expert systems. A computer application can be built to control the 
ecological system. In such an application various modules can be represented as 
unique and independent expert systems that can give certain influence on any other 
modules of that system. 

A . Y Sokolo'. associate professor dcp;mmcnt of computer science, State 
Aerospace Universit) m Kharkov, guides a group of students m such work. I hey are 
lll\olved 111 research and application design in that field of study. The end goal of 
such research. and of the working applications that may come from it, is to make lite 
easier for people every'' here 

l.11era111re !tst 

I . G.S. Rosenberg, The Concept of Ecology· Anal)s1s of Definitions, Russian 
Journal of fcology, No 2, 1999. 

2 . /I. Samarsky, N N. Moiseyev, A A. Petrov, Mathematical Modeling. 
Complex proces:.cs 111 economical and ecological s)'stems, M.. 'auc~a. 1986. 

Energy Conservation as a Factor of the Country's Economical 
and Ecological Welfare Increase 

Irene Sot11ik, Sumy State Umversuy, ( krame 

The changes we are currently observing in the earth's chmate show a general 
tcndcnc) to\\ards ''anning, namely, an increase of the global average near surface 
air temperature of about 0.4-0,7 K O\.er the past century. Among the uniformly 
mixed greenhouse gases, C02 shows the largest effect. Today the main source of the 
COz emissions into the atmosphere is the processes of ~nerg) producing and 



consumption. In order to a' oid the global ccolog1cul catastrophe '' c mu-.1 reduce the 
\iOlumes or our cncrg) consumption. 

Smee 70s the energy con sen nu on po hey has been ca med out m the ''cs tern 
countries It has gi\.en them a real opportunlt) to mcrease their economical and 
ecological wcllare h) a' mg power resourccs and redm:mg the 'olu~1e of ~O 
emissions The realunuon of the demonstrative projects 111 "~ tern countnc:. (project 
"Sustainable Cities Europe', JUPl'l l~R. bNl RANCI N 1 ARE etc.) b) the 
Commission's Energy Directorate (DG XVI I) support hns shown their high 
efficicnc). 

1 he dclictt or the O\\ll fuel re~oun.:c-.. unsatisfactory ~colog1c.il ond1t1ons, 
increase of the GDP po\\er capacit) dunng the )Cars of thc econorn1cal cns1s ha' c 
caused Ukraine to address to the em:rgy 1:onscl\ at1on policy 1 he l kraini.in la\\ 
about the cncrg) umSl'r\icJllon \\as adopted in 1994 then thl' lntcgrnted Stnte J:nerg~ 
Conser•ation Program of l kraine (!SI CPU) and regional c11e1'g) 1:ons..::nat1on 
proornms v. er..:: elabo1 atcd ISECPU detcrmmed the general encrg) con,cn.uwn 
pot;ntial for Ukrame at the lc\cl of I l5-170 mint ofstandanl fuel 01 42-48"0 of the 
energy consumption le\ el in 1990. The Program con tams 3 phase of tts 
implementation· the li1st 1996-2000, the second 2001-2005 and the thud 2006-
201 o according to the Ukrainian economics gradual go mg out of en sis ISi CPU 
pay 11 lot of attention to the creation of the econom1c,~I mcchamsms of enc1gY 
conservation polic) 's rcalmmon such as the formawm of the legnl base. 
management system, linanc1al mechanisms of energy conservation 

In 1995-JQ98 the Energ) Conscnat1on Program for Sum) region \\as elaborated 
and the practical recommenda11011s about the po"er resources product1Vlt) !ncrt'asc 
were designed. rhc general energy conservation potentml of Sumy region was 
estimated us 2690-2859 thousand t of the standard fuel or 32,5-34 ·o o of the. total 
energy consumption le\el 111 1990, the tcchrucally probable nnd cc~mon~1~alh.. 
eflecti\C potential \\a~ 2080-2154thou-;and1 of the tand111d fuel or 7'-,-;,-77.J o ol 
the general potential I he practical lov.-cost potent11I make I t04,8-1450 _1h~)usand t 
ol the standard fuel or about 68% of the tech111call) probahle and about :>2 o of the 
genernl potential ·1 he total co b of pract1c.tl eneig) conservnt1on potent mi's 
rcali:tation makes about 240 min dollar:.. One of the 1111portant moment<- of Sumy 
Region r · ncrgy Con sen at1011 Program i the creation of the energ) conservat'.on 
management system 1hc fonnation of the fin,mcial ources of cncf'!•y consenatmn 
and cn.:,1tion of the energy con'>ef\ ation infrastnicturc are the 1na111 parts of this 

system 
1 he practtcnl implement.1tton of the Energ) Con en 1t1on Program 111 Sum) 

region has alrcad) began· today\\ e have the pos1ti\ c shifts m the bmldmg sector and 
nO\\ :,tcp-by- tep the market of the enCrg) Conser. at ton technologtc IS de\ elopmg 

The similar tcnd~ncics, m case of their strcngthcnmg, ma!- s u hop<-' for the 
speed m ercoming of crisis phenomena 111 the cconomacs of sumy region and 
l krame n a \\hole. 

so 

Forests in America 

Damjcm 'l.fe\il-eJ.. , Unnef'.WY of Ljubljana, Sloi•ema 

From Native American communities to our pre cnt da) societies. forest~ ha\e 
hcen an mtegral pan of the dail) lives of people rn the orthwt:st \\'c ha\.e been 
usmg the forest for food, bmldmg mate1 ial , recreatwn. and to generate cash 111comc 
0\er the pa t 40 years \\C ha•e seen a dramatic 1:hange from :.mall. locall)-oncnted 
to industrial uses of the forest. Small scale harve:-ting became a booming mdu try 
;ind then began to decline. Tod.1y, most of the casil) accessible big trees are gone. 
the demand for wood has continued, and incrca ed techr.:log;. allo\\S more hanest 
"ith le\\ er workers. We've been havmg a harder tune - grappling ''1th the cconom) 
ol this place. TJ11s nev. sletter focuses on econon11c 111centives for sound forc:.tr). Our 
torc'>tc1 "ill take us on a tour of the rapidly evolving for..-st-ccr1ificat1on lllO\cmcnt, 
anu the lnstitute's efforts to bring concrctt: <kfin1t1on to the idea sustainability 
,\dding to th1 1s a re" iew of our sc\ era I years' efforts in developing non-timber 
forest product:> as an opportunity for new uses of forest l.inds and creating rene"able 
products that CO\.er a brodd r.mge of market opponun111cs Our goal lS to find cl 

balance point, where hc;:ilthy economic and ecologie co-e:>ast "'1th hun1.1n rnlture 
as we enter a ne'\ age and a ne\\ century For the past se\en )C trs our \\Ork ha., been 
mo,mg fomard these ideas - a forest system that can b..:: sustained into the future, 
nourishing and pro• idmg for us. our communnaes, our children's cl11ldrc11. n1e high 
paced economy of industrial forestl) could not be maintained By the late SC\ e111ies, 
established mdustry h,1d succc .. sfully driven unions out of the ''oods b) shifting to 
small 111depe11dent logging units In the early 1980s the number of JObs and pay of 
those JObs beg:'ln to dt.>cline By the end of the I 980 a dramat1l: tran;formation \\8~ 
clearly under \\a). Mechanization, changing world tirnbc1 markets, declinmg 
avnilabilit) of l,1rge diamt:ter trees. nnd changing itkas about ho\\ forests should be 
managed were all transforming the industt'). 

So, ac; \\e entered the lc1st decade of the 20th t:entUr), wt: had a large!) 
mech.11117cd timber industry dependent on l11gh volumes of lumber. Io pa) for 
expensive mills, logs had to keep coming. But the number of jobs that each log 
upportcd \.\3S declining \1an) communitie were directly and indirect!) dependent 

on thb cconom) for thc11 ''ell being. 

Economic Tools of Stimulation of Nature Protection Measures. 
Future Prospect (Example of Ukraine) 

tlexei i\'i/i.iti11, /\hark.av Vationul Um1·ersuy, Ukrame 

Situation The most efficient method of the ecopoht] today is appl~ing a system 
of economic and legal tools. In most cases trnduional systems of tools of 
environmental management arc not elfic1cn1. 

~I 



The state of the art of countries with n·ans1tor) econorn) needs fundamental 
change of the pol icy in the field of environmental management 

Most actual in the sphere of environmental management toda) 1s reforming a 
traditional system of economic tools, to boost their stirnulauve activity. introduction 
of new economic tools. fhe large attention in the work will be given to a tax s)stem, 
introduction of the fringe benefits and approbations. 

'l he purpose of the report is to define rcfc1 cm:e directions of rcfo1 ming of 
existing economic tools (tax system, S)stcm of payments) And also to 1e\.eal 
n:ference directions m development of st11nulat1\ e tools ot environmental 
management for countries with transitof) econom) . 

Sources and methods of research: 
Analysis and rcvic'' of relevant publications digest oJ the la\1 s and normatiw 
acts of Ukraine on environment, official state sites in Internet. 
Work '~ ith onicial and unofficial organizations 1n the environmental sphere 

Importance of issue: 
The relevance of the given problem is defined by the fact that at the present stage 

progressing of countries with transitory economy applying of tradittonal economic 
tools does not give considerable economic benefit 

The appl) ing of new stimulative mechanisms \\ill augment quantit) of the 
received means by nature protection measures, \\ill increase productivit) of the 
received means. An environmental qualit) therefore is improved. ·1 he introduction of 
the padding stimulative tool, \\ill give the gr1.:atcr economic bendit. than 
introduction of several economic or legal sanction-. (tines). 

It is necessary to take into account !hat the meliorating of a stalt' of the 
environment depends mainly on more rational approach to the problems of 
management of nature and resources-economy Even in the conditions of economic 
instability the problems of the ecopolic) of the state should lca\t! on thc maiden 
place. 

Analysis of Role of the Internet in Promotion of Public 
Participation in the Environmental Decisions 

Alexei Varivodtt, Klwrk<H' 1\arwnal Unn enm. L krame 

Situation: Under the conditions of aggravation of ecological cric;i.,, the role of a 
public in acceptance of the em iron mental dcc1s1ons becomes more rind more 
powerful. and the Internet has got function of the unique mtermcdiaf) bet\~een the 
man and environment Jn turn the participation ol public 1s charactenzcd, firstly, b) 
its interest, i.e. is directed by the \\illinnes~ to pa111c1pate 111 acceptance of the 
decisions and, secondly. by opportunity of reali1.atiun of these decisions. Thl' lirst 
motive is scned directly b) a) a condition of environment and indirectly b) b) the 
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information contained at the environmental si1es of the lntc1 net, as 111h•rn1<1t1011<1l 
educational tool. The author has put a task· 

I. ~o analyse environmental information on the Nel\\Ork, where the preliminar: 
analysis has allowed to make the following conclusions 

a) ~II sites can be divide_d by the levels of organizations developed the given 
sttes. namely the sites of the interna11onal, intergovernmental and 
governmental organizations, and on directions. on which the information is 
designed: such arc cducatJOnal structure, public leH!I and other informational 
s iks. 

b) Resources or the English-language Cl1\ ironmental information at the el MC 

practical!) boundless 111 comparison with Rus~ian In qu.1lit) and conven1ence 
of usage the same 1::; trnc 

c) Independent of the level of the con!>Utncr, mfom1a1ion ascertaining the facts 
?r results of ~csearch is colourfully submitted but the information c.ipablc to 
mterest the h1ghl) professional consumer ts not allocatetl. 

d) It is a lot or the "cheap". general theoretical information and lack of urgent 
practical references 

c) At many sites of large and influential organization'.) there are refo1cnces to tht' 
every possible grants and workplaces, which are really accessible to the 
educated man. 

f) 1 he significant share of the sites has the information on possible meetings, 
cont.1cts, opponunit) of the publications of the materials, reports or reports. 

II To define a degree of avai labilit) and mterest of u~c of the environmental 
information by broatl public .md population of the post-So\ ietcountrics on an 
example of Ukraine. 

III To allocate the factor of quallt) and to compare Eastern European sources of 
the intormation '' ith the Western ones 

IV. To make an mdirect conclusion about environmental education of the 
population of !·astern l'u1 opcan public. 

~· To cmpha~i1e 1~1port.111ce or participation of public in acceptance of 
~nv1ronmental dcc1s1on-. 111 the concept of sustainable development. 1 o dbcuss this 
tact, as the pre_c~ndition to transition of manktnd to a nc\\ stage of development, 
"~1erc the ~cc1~1011 on global cm iron mental questions will be environmentally 
friend I) realized especially via ''ell-informed approach of gencralpublic. 

Resea rch: direct \\Ork in the Network and annlysis of the information from GIS 
journals: revie,vs and reports on econom) of Ukraine served as the basic material for 
the repon. 

fm~ortn nc-e of Iss ue· During an aggravation of a global ecological situation, 
education , kno" ledge and the participation of general public in the environmental 
dcci.,io~s plays a priority role, and the most powerful tool of realization of th<! gi \ Cn 
factors 1s the Internet. And urgenc) of use of the Internet by a society in the dec1s1on 
of global environmental of problems also consbts in its importance. 
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Value Estimation of Losses from Pollution During Industrial 
Process 

Irina Rozara. l\1e\• Vu11onal l m\·enlly, l krame 

Fcological problems become global ones during the 20th centtir) l hcsc problems 
should be considered b) ecologists togcthe1 \\ ith economisb, mathematicians, and 
others, using integratne approach to sohe them 

Around the world. humankind's economic activities .111d the competition for 
wealth among nations contribute daily to the destruction or the em ironmcnt and the 
depletion of natural resources. As environment,11 problems escalate. 
environmentalists and economists arc beginnmg to understand th.it the) an~ look111g 
,1t the same problem from different points of\ icw 

l he erosion of soil, urban hligln, disea e. acid rain, global \\arming, the 
extinction of species-all these environmental issues nre VIC\\ ed b) ectmom1sts :is 
facets of a greater crisis that results from global prohkms Ill agricultural and 
industrial production . Fconomists search for the causes of em ironmental destruction 
by stud) ing imbalances in world trade, international debt .• ind the i11cqu1t1e!:! in the 
worldwide division ol wealth. power, and land between and '' ithin mll1on . 

I he Eanh is a living dynamic syslem; as such it cun survive onl) by acl1ic\ing a 
susminable balance \\ ithin its 'ariou<; subs) stems, within interactions of hurn,111 
beings \.\ ith their natural resources Ac hie\ mg u sustamable bal mce means 
maintainmg levels ofre~ourcc use. industrial acti\ ll), agnculturc, population growth, 
and so on, that can be sustained tor generations 10 c:ome 

Current circumstances. such as rapid population gro\\<lh .and cn\ 1ronmental 
problems resulting from global economic act1\ it.> diet.lie that humanJ..:ind can no 

longer ignore these factors. Humans simpl) cannot ,1fford to dismiss the lim11~ of the 
planet or the greater community and socict) in ''hi ch economic acti-.: it) take pl,1cc 

It seems onl) logic ii to acknO\\lcdge that global economic activit) must function 
"ithin the natural and social t>oundanes of the planet It cert.uni) has no place ebe to 
function 'I he Earth is thc ultimate source of economic cap1lal becausl.! it is the onl) 
sources that are converted to goods and sen ice:; in the economic subs) stem 

Hecause most of human activities in different field ol industries results to 
depletion of naturals resources and our flora and fauna I'd hke to present some 
integral appr,lisal of value of loss depending on the polluuon by indusm,11 
productions in all region r. !'or this let's consider differential characteristics which 
describe the quantit) of biomass or given component I ,\, hich is lost in 

consequence the pollution b) aerosol j ,into consideration on a unit or an area in a 
unit of the time ofsingk aerosol's concentration Lei's m.irk it in nlbjl {J 1,2 .. , m, 
I l.. .. s),\\hcre nl (x,>) - densit) of I-th population in the~ region. bjl-tlw loss in 
biomass of this population into consic.kration on single dcnsit) rhen full lc.,..,s llf th.: 
component of biomass I from aerosol pollution \\ ith concentmtion •ti in the ~ region 
for one )Car can be descnbe b) formula 
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Toda) business organization-; are faced \\ ith increasing em iron mental cotll:l'rrl 

Consumers are demanding environmentall) safe products, 1mestor:. nre den1a11dmg 
environmentally responsible busmt!ss practices . and go' emmcnt regulation is 
increasingly targeting environmental protection. Is 1t possible to make strategic 
decision thut are both economically successful and cnsiti"c to the I srth's natural 
environment? 

It is important to C:\amine environment pollution not onl) b) means of chemical 
:ind biological analysis hut also from the with the help of economic anal~ sis, value 
estimation, dyn,1mic modeling. 

The Recreation Zone of Lithuanian Seacoast and its Problems 

Rnimo11da Kn11pyte, Sau/ius Faidufos, Klaipeda U11iven1ry. Urhua11ia 

rhe Baltic Sea is the bracJ..:ish-\\atet sea and one of the most i olated seas 
because of the l11111ted \\ater exchange v.ith outside \\Orld !fO\\c\cr it is VCI) 

scnsili\e sea for the hannlul effects of activities or million people on land and at 
sea. I here is over 80 rm Ilion people li\ling in 9 countries on the Baltic seashore, 
which arc all heavil) industrialized. The sea is constant!) Ii.mowed b) different kmd 
of ships. 'J he more economic significance of the Bailie Sea is incrcasmg the more 
urgent is becoming its pollution 

Only 94 km of the R:1ltic Sea coast belong to l ithuania. rhc seashore is not •he 
same, simultancuus. I here an~ some natural objects under protccrion, such as 
"ondcrful beauty of Cuni~h Lagoon '' ith its "gold'' sdnd) dunes, urbanized territory 
(cities. recreation /'One). and industrial establishment such ns Butmgc oil terminal 
near the bordc1 .,.. ith Lat\ ia, \\hich is constant I) obsencd by different scientists. 
Ho\\ ever the little seacoast region make us purposeful!) use every piece or its land 
area. 

The anthropogenic influence t:hanges natural processes; 1t accelerates pollution 
;ind eutmphication. rhe main sources of pollution in the Baltic Sea arc scv.age "atcr 
and polluted river water, Actual!) increasing transport of oil products (about 
I 00 000 tones per year) makes a great effect on the Baille Sea pollution f or that 
reason the Sea contamination \\ ith oil products ha\C increased about 30% of late 
years. However the significance of our scacoa~t recreation h decreasing nowaday'
because of the decreased area for the tourism business .md other ad1vitics. 1 his area 
is occupied by urbaniLation and industrialization. 



Some Methods of Preventing Greenhouse Effect 

Anna Gubar. Ivan Oten /..(I, Sumy Stult l,111ven1ty, Ukrume 

. Every year hu~anll~ disch_argcs approximately 5.5 billions tons of carbonic gas 
mto atmosphere of the Earth after burning different kmds of fuel -
. Pla~ts ~artiall.> absorb carbonic ga'> in the p1 occss of photos;nthc:sis but most of' 
11 remains m atmosphere and resu lts in greenhouse effect. 

. However, experimental data doesn't give grounds to think about loosing 
biosphere sustainability, as well as about its degradation. 

Thoug.h, .anthrop~logical impact on biosphere 1s reall.> significant In order 10 
reduce .this impact it's necessary to decrease foss il fuel consumption and to U!>e 
altern~t1ve power sources and to restore tropical forests. 

W1~h the pres~nt stable fossil fuel consumption. there should he forecasted the 
followmg carbonic gas concentration growth in atmosphere· 360-385 millio . · 
2000, 400-S80 millions in 2050, 420-900 millions in 21 oo · ns in 

. \.\ e. can be sure e~ough Ill pred1ctrng future ch mate clianges due to current 
mcreas1n.g of carbonic ~as concentration 111 atmosphere It is believed that 
aggravat1~n grecn~ou!>c effect caused b) burning of fossil fuel ,, rll rcmam 10 he the 
most s1gmficant cl11nate changmg factor. 

? _ If carbonic ~as con~entration doubles. average temperature \I ill increase bi 
-:.) degrees, so 1n 2050 11 \\Ill grow up by 1.5-2.5 degrees and the ocean le\ cl wi i1 
rise by ~5-55 cm. As a ~esu~t coastal regions of some countries, especiall.> J.ipan, 
Bangladc~h, S~1n~gal. N1gcna, Uruguay, will suffer from floods I otal annual 
prcc1p1tat1on w1 ! rncrease by 3-15° o, but will \UI') from one part or Earth's surface 
to another. That s why_ desert areas expanc;ion and shill of all climatic zones from 
equator to poles approxnnately by 500 km is expecle!d 

As far back as the 19.77-year Italian po11er engmeering specialist E Marketti 
offered to .s~p.arnthe car~omc gas from the smoke of power stc1tions and pump it into 
ocean cav1t1es \\ ere 11 should stay forc1 er I lowever, approximate estimations in 
1984 revealed that electrical energy cost \\ ould he doubled. 

Nm\adays, \~hen ~igns of global warming appeared, !?Pecialists work on the 
pr~b!e,m of efficiency mcreasing and cost reduction of this process. Although. the) 
say, 1t s almost the same as to sweep rubbish under the carpet. 

fhere are s~me mines with the large amounts ot methane, so coal mining ii ill he 
~ot onl} com~l1cated but dange~ous Cana.di an engineers tr) 10 pump pirn c( st.lliom. 
smoke (elec.tncal energy cost nscs lo\\) into these beds, because smoke displ;iccs 
methane wlrn:h could be used 

In the USA coal deposits orthis kind arc able to . tore all carbonic gas dischargcs 
for 6 )Cars. tha.t ac.counts 37 billions tons. In American underground rescn oii 5~ of' 
salty v,:ater, ~1 ~1ch is useless for drinking purposes and others. rl is possible to stor c 
nearly 500 b1ll1ons tons of carb_on1c gas. There an:: so many useless water resen.cs in 
the ';orld, t~at ther~ could be hidden carbonic gas dis('hargcs tor 350) ears. 

Nomcgian engineers pump carbon gas. ~!lo ~nderground beds ,tt a depth of' 
IOOO meters under the ocean floor on the art1f1c1al island in the middle or the Noi1h 
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Sea. Annually Non,.cgian publrc enterprise ''StatOil" gets rid of I million ions of 

1.arbonic gas. 
A s a rule, carbonic gas 1s separated from fuel and discharged into atmosphere in 

th rs case. But amount of company's discharge is so big, that it should account 3~o ot 
total Nomegian discharges and compan) should pay $50 millions fine per year. 
I hat's why company paid 80 millions for special equipment 10 pump carbonic gas in 
\ .. ater-b..:aring te .. e l unch!r the ocean I million tons of gas annually. It will last for 

the nearest 20 years. 
llowever, critics ol this proposal notice: nobody kno\\ s how this present \ .. ill 

mtlucnce the deep-water animals and microorgarnsms. I hus, 11e need man} )Cars 
.mJ funds to sec the consequences of the resulb of this prnject 

The Problems Utilisation of Solid Domestic Wastes 

J /lid fl.fork.01• )umy State [',•dagog1ca/ U111versm. 
}'u /ia Sibirko, Irina S ihirJ..o, Sumy State Umver.111v. Ukramc 

ro the end 1)f the 20 c . ,1 great amount of "ast..:s is amassed on the Farth 
Accordmg to the data of UN every year 5.2 millions of people. among 1hem 4 0 
millions of children, die from the diseases \I hich tal-:e place as a result or the \Hong 
putting out of the '' astes and of the wrong disposing of thc se\\agc 

t\ total \\Orld volume of the wastes is more than 300 millions tones. 1 he amount 

(lf them increases by 4.6° o a year. 
It 1s considered that in average one city inhabitant produces about one tone of 

solid wastes u )Car. 
The problem of s d.w 
paper decomposition 
polyctilen 200, 
pla tic 500, 

is in terms of their decomposition book· 
2-10 years; 

glass 1000. 
·r he removal of wastes to the dump predominates in most of cities ·1 he dump~ 

occup) a great tcrritorie'\. J\ lso concentration of" asles promotes to the reproduction 
of flies rodents, pathogen microbes. 

Another method is burning. ~1ost of all b~ opened method, on the dumps. Great 
amount of ashes \\Ith toxic substunces and gaseous emissions are amassed \\hile 
burning. But it is one of the most spread methods. 

Th; industrial methods of rec)chng wastes are the more prolitable. fhe great role 
in the recycling wastes pla) s the sorting. Ferrous, non-ferrous metals energy are 

received . 
In the l·uropean countries 30-50% of the s.d.\\ is reqcled . in the USA - 60-

70%. in the developing countries 7-10%, in Russia. Ukraine - 3-5%. 
!'he problem uf "a5tes utilisation try to be rc'>olved in man) countries. 

Immediate salvation of this problem is required. We need the rising of amount of 
mvc5tmems. quantity of recycling and involving ne\\ technologies Lo this process. 
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Participation of EcoNGOs Activists in Conservation of Medicine 
Plants of the Carpathians (Gentiana lutea L. Rhodiola rosea L.) 

/tntlr(v S/wJ..1111, C.hemn t\/ I aculfJ nj 
Kharkn• State Polytech111ca/ { '11frer.nti Ukr,m1e 

World communities' undcr~tanding ot danger of fonher lo~s ot bio-dl\-crsit;. and 
the necessity of conduct of practical actions aiming at its con-;ervat10n. resulted in 
the Convention on bio-di\'ersity adopted by UNU Conference on en' ironment and 
development (Rio-de-Janeiro, June 1992) 

Conserva11or of plants and animals bio-di\er~ily hecame actual prohlcm in 
Ukraine. In Ukraine thi.: Com;eption on bio-di'Yersity is prepared (decree of the 
Cabinet of Ministries of Ukraine dating from 12.05 97 N° 439, 11 \\,1s ,1gn:cd by 
VerlJ10vna Rada of Ukraine (Perhament) in 05 03 98). the pro.1ect ot the Nat10nal 
Programme on bio-diYersit) of Ukiainc is prepared till 2015. Among the means of 
the Na11onal Programme realization, beside legal, financ1c1l and organiz111g, there arc 
scientific-methodological and educative-informational ones. l he latter means expect 
involvement of wide leYels of the public in the programme realization In this eac;e 
joint expeditions and pro_1ects of the scientists and acti' ists ol" ecoNGOs arc or great 
value (lately because of \.\.Orse funding of fundamental and applied science m.111) 
scicnrists become volunteers, do their work free of charge. and also use their fr~t· 

time for writing public projects and assist in realizing them) Monitorrng S)stcm 
improvement, including taking stock of natural resources, control or cadastres on the 
basis of database cstablishmcnt and geoinformational systL•ms ol bio·diversity in 
most cases can be solved by way such joint expeditions. 

Using the abO\oe- mentioned approach. during the public c'pedit1ons of ccoNC.Os 
of the region in l 995- f 9Q9, the author conducted th<· tolluv, mg rcscarcht·s Dunng 
the mcntiont•<l period 1t \\as described dozens ot popul.1tio11s of rare plants and those 
unde1 c'tinction ot Chomogor<1, Svydovets, I lurhan) masses 111 the I astern 
Carpathians. Besides, it was pointed on e\ ident decrease of natural habitats areas or 
Gentiana lutea L. and Rhodiola rosea I.. in Chornogora muss, dc:.cribed b) a fO\\ of 
researchers in eighties ln most cases. in I lorhan) mass onl) populations of Gentiana 
punctata L. was described and Gentiana lutea L. was not almost met Organ1ted 
expeditions gave the opportunity to initiate a proper system of' observmion and 
monitoring of change of Gcnliana lutea L. species bio-diversity. The extinction from 
population is stated of more valuable species (from ph}tothcrapy point of' icw) -
Gentiana lutea L. Besides there is the change ot age structure of valuublc medicine 
plants populations 111 the Carp<ithian region. !·01 ex,unple, 111 our observation of plant 
populations in most cases prevail juvenile plants. that coulJ be the result of 
intensive destruction by people of reproductive specunens as valuable medicine 
material. 

Besides scientific meaning, public ecological cxpecl1tion'> can sene .il~o ns a 
considerable instrument 111 the 3\\areness fonn.ition of earetul treatment to lh~ 

environment. 
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Stimulating Environmental Action in Small to Medium-Sized 
Enterprises 

b •aJ/w m '\udeglu/a, .~um1 Swte l 1111•t!nlf\ Ukrmm 

7he 1mportana of the SML sector 
Communities are forced to cope with a variet) of social. economic and 

environmental impacts. Those communities with declining traditional manufacturing 
industries otlen have an un\\Clcome legacy from these activities in the form of 
en\ irnnmental degradation. In addition to the dtrl!ct negative cffoct of the lo~~ of 
jobs, the poor environment can be a threat to that community's abilit) to retain its 
\\orkforce and lo attract ne\\ business. 

Those SMEs in the service or new technology business ma) not believe that the) 
operate in areas that have an)' environmental impacts. Opportunities may again be 
missed. 

Burrien to impro1·i11g SME environmental performum 
SME owners and managers cite a whole raft of reasons ,.\f1) it is important for 

them not to address environmental issues related to their bu~iness. A list of typical 
reasons \\hy the) should not adJress environmental issues follo\\s 

• I' m a small or medium-s11e enterprise.'· \\ hat a en' ironmental effects.,.. 
• You shoulu see \\hat . (multinational) gets awa} \\ ith! 
• lfTm caught I 'll plead ignorance and then do something, perhaps 
• I'm won't make difference, when c\el")body else docs something then I \\ill 
• I'm too busy to deal with quality, heals and err, umm. cn-v iron mental issues. 
• Consultants are for large companies with lost of monc) . 

GrowulworA \ l!.tperienle in m.1isting \,\ff '.1 in impro1·in~ em•1ronmental 1ss111!1 
Ground"orl<. has taken a vet) pro..1c11ve approach to contacting local business 

w 1th support from ns partners This literally means personal calls to ever) business: 
\Cl) hard and e\pcnsi\e, bur ultimately re\\ard111g. 

Groundwork provides three key levels of assistance: 
• Motivation 
• Support 
• Solution 

To motivate an SME, the main features stand out: 
• Cost savings 
• Legblauve compliance 
• Market profile 

ro support an SME: 
• Grants 
• Personalit) in v,hom 11 place tnist 
• Information practice transfer 
• \\'orkgroups 
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• Signposting 

The solutions are 
• Checks 
• Best practice re\JC\\s 
• Audits 
• Training 
• BS 7750 
• EMAS rcgulauon 
•ISO 14001 

• I lealth and safet) 
• Quality 
• I otal qua ht) managcment 
• Integrated management systems 
• Others. 

Helping business leaders achieve quantifiable and ustainable re!Sults based on 
the1.r own interests 1s tlindamcntal to dcmonstrat 111g th" · · I " b 
environmental concerns and business. 

~ pos1111.c 111" ctwci.:n 

Implementing Environmental Management Systems and Decision 
Making Process? 

1\'atalia i aku/i!,/iina, S11111y State f . .Jtll\'ef\lll. Uk.nune 

:'t t~1e_ turn of th~ ccnttir) an~ hai~d in hand_\~ nh the local 1\gcncfa 2 1 prOCl'sses 
.rn ~ncn:asmg number of mun1c1pal1ues arc gamrng cxpenenct: \Hth implemcntino 
cnv~ronmental management systems. I he drivmg force is to turn 8 stop-gnp 
cnvironmen_tal polic) into n long-term pcrspecuvc of targets and actions, to he 
undertaken .111 orc.Je1 to meet the needs or sustamablc development. 

I here is, how~ve1, some confusion in using terms like environment.ii 
mana~ement or env1ronn~cntnl audit. Sometimes the) are used 10 mean iudusm.il 
poll_ut1on cont:ol, sometimes to describe a more pragmatic way of handlin , 
environmental issues g 

~lan.1~mg environment.ii questions has ah\ays been complex. mvolvmg di11erent 
1~e~1a, different p0lluters, different responsibilities and players differl.'nt effects 
d1 flercnt groups experrencmg various impact:. and so on '• 'll) '111 n I ' I ,v,.. <1 agcment coo ~ 
1~1.c been c.Jc\l.:~ope~. _Hm\e\cr, different pcopli.: t.icldmg sunilai pr~blerns ha\l' 

often come up v. 1th :rn111lar soluuons. 

A lot of apparent :omphcat1on is because c.Jiflercnt groups have diosen dttTcrent 
\\Ords fort.he s~1'.1c tJ11ng, or the same words for c.Jiffen:nt thmgs fhb is a particulctr 
problem of dec1s1on makmg process wnh some phr.ises 3 uch .is emironmental audit 
which sounds technically precise but currcntl" used to mean sc\cral tlwJgs 
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Integration by Participation: Ukraine Participation in International 
Environmental Conventions as the Way of European Integration 

St!rgei Velic/1/i.0, J\.hurkm• Nutwnal Un11·~n1t;. Ukrame 

Introduction. Problem of Ukraine panicipation in International Environmental 
l omcnt1ons consists in the fact that most of the signed b) Ukraine lntcmat1onal 
Pm ironmental Conventions do not comply with the basic objectives and prmciples 
of l kramian environmental policy. That fact arise t'\O questions: is the signmg oi 
( onvenrions really important for the state and are the objectives and principles of 
L krainian ecological legislation estahlished correctly. l{easons of such non-
orrdation author .;ces m the diflcrence bet\\een cm irom.1ental polic) principles of 

l krJine and of those ol European Union as the mam initi.iLor of lntcrnationul 
I nv1ronmental Con,.enuons 

Rl.'-.earch. Co111p,u i'>on 1s a11ned lo detenn111e a lorrclat1on i!lld the differences 
between Ukrainian and mtcrnationall) accepted environmental policy principles, 
especial!) in the fiels of public 111volvc111i:nt Rca-,ons 111tlucncing the correla11011 are 
Ill\ st1gated mu! the sugges1ions of the results are proposed Urnfication ot these 
1c 1sons, correla11011 und results with taking 111to account 25 years experience of 
h1ropcan Umon in en\ ironmental policy defects fhc) define difference between 
desired and possible pcrspecti\es of Ukrainian environmental policy, which mdicate 
changes needed to be undertaken to make from d1:sircd pcrspecti\es pos ible ones. 
Dcc1s1ve 1::. that one of the way of changin • national environmental polic) 1s 
rat1fil,111on by the stat~ of lntenrnt1onnl Fm ironmental Conventions I hus uncover 
greut principles and benefits for Ukrame 1n partic1pa11on tn lnemat1onal 
En1.ironmental Conventions 

As the sources author uses Ecological Legislation of Ukraine, conception of 
f·uropean Union en\ 1ronmcntal policy, Convention on EIA in transboundal) context 
Espoo 1991, Convention on access to information . (Arhus I <>98) 

Importance of thl· issue. 1 hcse documents anal1s1s testifies considerable 
chfference betv.ccn l:uropcan and Ukraine approaches m environmental pohc)
makmg. Since European l 'n1on i:nviro111nental pol it:) 1s greatly developed, l kramc 
needs for constructive changes in the field of managmg en1.ironmen1 In that case 
participation in International Environmental Con\'entions is of great imponancc for 
the slate . 1 hat participation gives Ukraine real perspccti•es 111 European integration 
b) intrnducmg lacking provisions and measures 111 ecological legislation that 
indirectly contributes to environmi:ntal policy succi:ss I hey are environmenrnl 
policy integration m other polic) areas, pre ... enti\e stratcg)' entrance, damaging 
.ictiv1ty avoiding env1ronment,1I rights development and forming of em ironml!tal 
ideology. That exact!) testifies significant rnca111ng and real de\l!lopment of 
pa111c1pa11on 111 mtcrna11onal treaties and of transparancy of intc1 relations between 
the states. 
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Experience of Development of The Simulation Model-Game 
"World 2000" 

Olga Sumina, Sumy State University, 
Vikenty C/lem yakov, Junior Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Ukrame 

The necessity of the problems solution of quality management of an environment 
today is understood to the full. The major approach to their solution is the 
comprehension: 

• Integrated approach ecologo-economic, socio-economic, demographic, 1s 
structural-organizational of interdependence and their closure; 

• Openness of ecological systems; 
• Sequences and el igibility of different kinds of effect of the antropogeneous 

factor on an environment; 
• Necessities of development of the strategy and tactics of management of a 

ecology economic complex with allowance for of constant increase of qualit) 
of life and maintaining o f excellence of an environment. 

The complexity o f these correlations forces to consider modern production and 
natural ecosystems as a uniform ecology socio-economic complex. 

The understanding of links between elements of this system most of a ll restrains 
by impossibility of experimenta l confirmation of regularities managing in 
development of those industrial integrated re lations of company, within the 
framework of which there passes a ll human activity. Even the use of a plenty of the 
visual allowances does not save an appropriate materia l abstract exposition. 

For a research of processes in this complicated system, and also for the purposes 
of management the simu lation model-game "World 2000" was developed. The 
model-game al lows to simulate not only system. but also control procedure by it 

The simulation model "World 2000" - complicated system consisting of the 
followi ng interconnected blocks, describing it: 

• National economy (industry, agriculture, mineral raw material, transport. 
service etc.); 

• The environmem; 
• The population; 
• Quality of life of the people (health, feed, culture, formation etc.); 
• The profit. 
The game consists of25 years, where each round-control action on a system and 

deriving of outcomes of this effect for one year. 
Control action is understood as the pro fit distri bution with the purpo:;e of a 

modification o f s igni fi cances of the model parameters. The purpose of game consists 
of choice of such sequence of control actions, which has c;upplied stab I is and most 
heavily growth of well-being of the people (quality of li fe). 

In summary game the evaluation of activity, performance of activity, condition of 
a models obtained in an outcome of game is removed. 
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The realization of a model as the s imulation model-game "World 2000" has 
allowed to simulate process of development of g lobal economy with allowance for 
of initial condition of a system and solutions, accepted by the manager. 

The realization of a model on the computer has a llowed to achieve speed, 
exactinide and obviousness of process o f simulation. Has become to possible 
preservation of the best outcomes and their consequent analysis. 

The simulation model-game "World 2000" with success can be used in those to 
an orb of preparation of the economists, managers, and practical ecologers, where 
are necessary experience in development and acceptance o f opt imum solutions and 
practica l skills of management o f complicated systems. 

The Strategic Directions Ecological of Ukraine's Stable 
Development Safeguarding 

Yuri Ulya11c/le11ko, Kharkov State Agrarian University, Ukraine 

Ukraine 's transition to the stable development demands social, economic, 
ecological and political stale inst itutions which must form reliable mechanisms for 
trans ition to the stable development both on the state and regional levels on the basis 
of law and economic methods. 

The state plays a dominating role in securing of the safety guarantees in po litica l, 
social, ecological, defense and other spheres of the society's activity. 

The principal changes in different directions of the state's ecological and 
economic policy must become the main key factors of the format ion of the system of 
Ukraine's stable development. 

The strategic d irect ion of the economic reforms lies in their social and ecological 
orientation, which is real ized through the solving of following main tasks: 

• the improvement of the social, economic and production labor conditions; 
• the increase of the people's real income on the base of the state regulation of 

wages and pensionary provision; 
• the growth of the people's educational and cultural level; 
• the improvement of medical service; 
• the strengthening of the environmental protection; 
• the creation of the favourable conditions for the heal th, maternity and ch ild 

protection. 
The complex of measures which should be taken for the creation of the country's 

stable developmenr base must be realized for 3-4 years. 
The gradual formation of the stable development potential, first of a ll, connected 

with the active structural policy in the materia l production sphere. 
Such a policy lies in the creation of the highly dcvelopped national economy 

complex that can meet the requirements of the market farm and ecological security. 
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l'h1: complex programmes ~ith special purposes 1hat must be the ba-;e for the 
achievement of the production and consumption balancing anJ specific, 
technological, branch. reproductive and territori<tl structure of the productive force as 
well, must become the base for the formation of the ecolog1call) directed ~tate' s 

structural policy. 
1 he achievement or the purposes of the stable dcvclopmcm requires the creation 

of the effective production 111 combination with the change of the consumption 
structures In connection ...., ith this. \.\C mu!$! calT) out the polic~ whid1 can nllo\.\ to 
secure the economic gTO\\ th and prosperity simultaneous!) \\ ith the dt!crc,1se or 
energ). raw material and pn ducuon income expenses 

The expediency of the cardinal changes in the materi.-il produc1to11 and 10d11str) 
spheres demands· 

• a stage by stage ecolog1:t.ation ot the producuon process; 
• the changing of the production profiles and abolishment ol those br.inchc.:s 

that don't meet the state's requirements: 
• the reconstruction of' 1he technogeneou~ environment, technical requirement 

of the production on the basis of the introduction of the nc.:,\est scicnt11ic 
achievements. energy and resourc ... presen ing technologrcal proce ses the 
using of the renovated energy sources; 

• the soh ing of the problems touching upon lhe usrng of oil the \\aste I) pc~ and 
rendering them harmless 

A new paradigm of the state's social policy comes from the Dl.'clara11on of 
human rights and absolute priorit) of the guarante of a hig.h qualit) life for modern 
and future generations. fhis paradigm is based on the people's (.k\elopment 
principle fo1 people's \\elf:irc and b) people's force I hus, v.e foresee the sccurmg 
of: 

• the social and economic equality of all the stalt 's citizen:;, independently ol 
their origin. sex, nationality and the residence place; 

• every soc1et) 's c111zen ':; possibilit) of dec1d1ng t11!> O\\n late h1111scll and 
being responsible for the adopted decision 

The aspiration of the made purpose indicates the :.uccessful solving of the ''hole 
complex of the interconformed tasks The degree of the success 1s mea~urcd \.\ith the 
help of the indicators which charac1eri;rc: 

• the educational level; 
• the employment level; 
• 1hc economic "'elfare· 
• the health level 
Issuing from the expedit:nt priority of a person's development and the necess1t) 

or the facilitation of the economic reform dill1cult) , and, m the ..;ame time, ecurit) 
of the great population mass support. the state must concentrate its effort-; in such 
directions: 
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• the whole cmplo)ment of the capacitated population, 1.e. the existence oflhe 
unemplo}ment (includmg the hidden form) on the level that does not exceed 
the natural norm (approximately 3°0 ot labour torce); 

• economic support of the incapacitated strata of the society: 
• provision with fn:e of charge basic medical sen ice, 
• guarantee of free of charge secondary educa11on and allocati<>n of the.: 

privileged credits for pa) ing for a higher education Con<>1dcri.1blc changer~ 
must take place in the energy policy. the decrease of the power-consuming 
imlustries. 

The ~astS ol~ the stabk de\'clopment can be promoted by the <;lead) cnerro 
preservation, which, at the same time, is a precondition of the industry enlivenmg 
nnd elation and the mechanism for the fuel and energ} clkctive usage. 

I he energ) preservation problems must be !>Oh ed in the folio\\ ing directions· 
• modern.i1.at1on, reconstrucnon and changing. of technologies for enagy 

expenditure decrease, 
• carrying out and introduction of the energ) economiLing mechanbms, 

including improvement of the price policy: 
• effective using of the cm n energy resource base, the rccomtruction of the coal 

industry enterprises, ta(..: ing mea~ures for creation of the O\.\ n fuel and en erg) 
C)cle. 

I he creation of the ra11onal electric cnerg) protluct1on structure, improvc.:ment of 
the technical le\el ,md ecological safet) of 1he electric: po\\l!r stations ha\c a 
principal significance in 1he electric powc.:r enginec.:ring. 

Our anemion should also be paid to the development of the non-ti adiuonal power 
engrnccring: building, v. ind electric po\\ er statilin u'>age of sun energ), geolog1cal 
prospcctrng nnd the technological de\ elopment of production capacit) or he 
geotcrmal resources using of mine methane. 

The main directions in the financial sphere are the following: 
• the i1Krea~e or financing s11es for nature proted1on programmers not only at 

lhe state' s expense but also at the expense or the nature users' payments and 
ta:\es: 

• creauon of the correspondent financing mechanism and the institutions that 
can promote the solution of the urgent ecological problems. 

The state controlled price policy. especiall) the determination of the price and 
tariffs of the main nature using types will promote the creation or the balanced 
national economy complex. 

lhe stable development of the national economy "ill be impossible \\ ithout a 
considered scientific and technical policy \\ lm:h should secure a technological 
renovution of the production potential and producing of the ecolog1call\ pure ou~put 

l he specific priorit) should he given 10 the Curr) ing out ol the fin;ncing soun:cs 
of the research \\Orks dealing '~ith the problems of nature using and environmental 
protection. 
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Procedure for Establishing Environmental Indicators 

Olga Lukash. Sumy State U111vers11y, Ukraine 

The most important management tool of environmental control ling are 
indicators, as those that have long been used in business accou nting. 

Environmental indicators can be divided into three main groups, such as: 
- Environmental Performance Indicators (describe a company's environmental 

impact); 

- Environmental Management Indicators (describe the management's 
environmental activities); 

- Environmental Conditional indicators (describe the company-external 
condition of the environment). 

One of the main strength of the environmental indicators is the fact that the)
quantify important developments in corporate environmenta l protection and make 
them comparable from year to year. Comparing environmenta l indicators from 
different companies or company departments can demonstrate weak points and 
optimization capacities. which can be used to derive specific improvement goals. 

Any company must establish indicator system to see its total environmental 
impact and to find its own ways of environmental controlling. 

There is procedure in the company of establishing environmental indicator!.. It 
consists of five main points. The first one is si tuations analyze, then we establish 
indicato r system. The third step is to collec t data and determine indicators. And the 
last, we review indicator system. If it is useful and sat isfy environmental condition 
and external requirements we derive objectives and measures. If it isn ' t useful we 
come back to the establishing indicator system and make remarks until it will satisfy. 
To use indicators as an effective management tool they must be periodically 
modernized and deve loped. 

Method For Establishing Environmental Indicators 

j 1. Situation analys is/ Inventory 

[i}St~blish ind icator system 

5. Review indicator s s tem 

[ Deri ve objectives and measures-] 
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Economic Effectiveness of the Protective Afforestation 
in the Donetsk Basin 

Vladim ir Andruscheuko, Kharkiv State Agrarian University, Ukraine 

Ukrainians fertile black soils and high biocl imat ic potential of it 's terri tory 
determine the priority of the agrarian sector of economy in the development of the 
state. ll is well known, lhat high results in agricultural production can be achieved 
on ly with the help of forest- agrarian landscapes, which are created with the help of 
protective forest shelter belts. Under the influence of forest she lter be lts natural 
conditions and natural resources are improved, as well as the economic indicators of 
the agricultural activity. Reclamation influence of the pr0tective forest she lter belts 
is taking into account. while th e land cadastTe of Ukraine is created. Jt's the 
necessary condition of realization of agra rian reforms 

The influence of the forest shelter be lts on the fertility of soils has the regional 
nature. The most vivid example of the protective role of the forest shelter bel ts in the 
fight against the wind erosion we can see in Do netsk Basin. 

Wastes from the death of sowings during the dust storm in 1984 in Lugunsk 
region, with the protectiveness of sowings about 19% were I 08 thousands, gTivens 
and when it was 60% - they diminished to 0. 

Thanks co the increasing of the fie ld-protective forest she lter be lts from 15% to 
68% the addition of winter wheat enlarged averagely from 0,8 to 3,2; spring barley -
from 0,4 to 1,7%; corn - from 0,6 to 2,5; sunflower - from 0,3 to I , I metric centners 
from hectare. During the years of dust stonns the effectiveness of the forest shelter 
bel ts increases, that is effected on crop's capacity, and their preservation. 

General value of the additional production under the influence of the forest 
plantations fluctuates in the bounds of 0,8-3,2 thousands grivens per LOO hectars of 
sowings. 

The average total profit per year from reclamation influence of forest shelter belts 
(taking into account the structure of the sowing areas) also is inc reasing with the 
growth of the protection of tillage table l. 

Table I . The average total profi t per year from reclamation influence of forest 
she lter belts per I 00 hectars of tillage (thousands gnvens) 

Protect ion of 
Deflation regions 

tillage,% Zadonetsky. Pridonetsky 
Center South North 

Priazovsk Donetsk Donetsk Donetsk 
5 1.43 1.75 2.06 2.67 3.91 --

40 6.16 7.37 8.59 11 .03 15.88 
60 7.20 8.53 9.87 12.53 17.87 
10 8.48 9.86 11 .20 14.01 19.35 

As we can see, the profit becomes 5 or 6 times larger and the largest marks are in 
the deflation regions. 
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Calculations show, that total profit from the protective mllucnce of forest shelter 
belts becomes equal with wastes on it's foundation and gro\\ mg during six year after 
planting 

I he ratio of the profit 10 the value of basic industrial funds 1s called the 
coefficient of economic effectiveness. The coeflicicnt of economic effecti\ene.ss of 
to-da) 's existing forest shelter belts of Donba-;s in the age of 15 makes up from 2 71 
to 7.25, which is rnuch more larger than fundamenu1l coflicicn1 of u-;ing of capital 
mvestmcnts in rconom) as a \\hole (0. l 4 ). So the usefulness of the fore.st 1s 
obvious. 

l he data of economic effectivc11e~s ficld-protecme shcltc1 belts sho\\S, that 
during nowadays transitional period from the planmU, economics to the market one rt 
i-; necesc;an to find the c1fcdiH· mechanism of sol\ mg numerous problem of 
prolcctive .~fforcSlllliOll for the dC\elopmcnt OI the .1g1arnrn Sedor Of CCOllOnt) tn 

lJk.r.ime 

Internet Technologies in a Contemporary Economy and Its 
Influence on Ecology 

Nicliolt~r Serf:eenkov, Swm S1ate Unn ersm Ukrame 

Nowadavs we can see more and more tcndenc~ of transforcnce or the relations 
bcrn een lh~ people from a matennl orb m \ 1rtual ;ppears Internet becomes 110c of 
such virtual environments. 

fhe modern technologies have com crted Internet into n de\ eloped infrastrtH.:ture 
co\crcd all main information centers. global libraries scicntiiic and l;m mformatson 
databases, man) st<ite and commercial organi1,at1ons, exchanges and banks l'oda) 
Internet can be considered as the huge market \\h1ch 1s c.1pable to envelop 111 a 
potential practic1.1ll) all population of the Earth. !·or this rea'ion the producers l)f 
program and hardware solutions. trade and financial organ1za11011s <levelop acti\CI) 
different sons and methods or support of commercial ac11v1t) 111 Internet 

Internet is an ,1bsolutcly ne\\ cm rronment for buslllt:!SS dealing And the bus111ess 
111 Internet. uncond1tionall), ''ill interest not onl) ptogrammcrs. but also other 
different prolCssronal slratums. 

J'hat's why it is possible to observe effect of the ne'' virtual economic relations 
on other branches of a national econom). I he problem of a ecolog) ic; a 'er) 
important for today It's interesting that nc\\ forms of the economic relations also 
definitely influence environmem.11 ecolog) . And in man) cnses, that is 'cry 
important, this effect is smaller than effect ol 1rnditional methods of econom) 
support 

In the given article are resulted some information and data touching structures, 
which one have .irisen for realiwtion ot support of lhe economic relations 111 the 
Internet. After considering all foaturcs of Internet technologies \\C \\Ill be able to do 
conclusion about its effect on an environment. 

rechnologics of electronic commerce he at the heart of :;en ice to rurchase 111d 
to sell the goods through computer netw01ks. ln1s capacious conc:epl 111cludc~ a 
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large set of \ariants of operation') both for sellers and for buyers I he definition 
"electronic commerce" means not onl) sy.,tem~ oriented on lntcmct but also 
electronic shops operated with other communication tools. 

The electronic commerce starts to pla} nujor role the Internet In compliance 
\\ ith it differem producers of the software offer ne\\ technological solutions for 
optimal usage of global netv.ork poss1bil1t1cs for selling and purchasmg hir a 
e\ample of such soluuon5 it's so-called e-cashcs In conlormll} \\uh rt there is a 
possibility 10 rnakt: small comparison of habitual ·ubstanti.tl and new vinual money. 

As \\ell as money receives virtual appearance. financial structures receive 
opportunity to conduct 1he operations in the electronic nemork Electronic banks and 
exchanges can be for an c:-..unple And the> don't ,1h\a)S represent independent 
structures existing only 1n the Internet In many r<ises the lnrge financial 
establishments extend a field of the activity lllld create own Web-sites handling 
1nqu1ries and trans-actions. 

A':i was alrcad) s,1id. the Inwrnct represents absolutely ne\\ en' ironmcnt for 
information activity in concordance with it there are ne\\ sphere of business Ill the 
lntl!rnet concerned with ad\crt1sing, marketing. getting different information, for a 
example the information about cum:nt position in the ftnanci.11 markets. data aboul 
the holders and shareholders, market prices, sizes,} icld of the share:s and bonds. 

Thus, \\e sec that spectrum of new technologies in the Internet very broad and 
grants great possibilttics for dl.'velopmcnt and upport ol the economic relations. On 
the one hand it is certaml) good but '' ith it there is 3 problem \\ ith definition of an) 
un1torm system and concert tor bus111css m the Internet Rut doubtlessly rs that lhe 
appearance llt:\\CSt 111formation resources renders alternati\e or replacement ol 
ecological unsafe s~ctors of cconorn) for practically harmless. 

Payments for Air Contamination by Agricultural Enterprises 
(as an Example of Open Agricultural Joint Stock Company 
"Agrocomplex Slobozhansky ", Chuguyiv District, Kharkiv 

Region) 

Sergi)• A.olirnyk. Kharkn· State. !granun Un11'ers1ty, Ukraine 

Agriculture rather serious!) influences atmosphere contamination. This influence 
1s caused b) wide using of large quantittes of d1ffo11:nt machines, complex 
agricultural animal breeding technologies in agricultural pr?duction. 

At present in Ukraine exists a system of payments for air contammatton, which rs 
based on detcnnining the lc\<:'I of limited acceptable throwings of' rnntaninative 
substances inco atmosphere for each enterprise and the level of limited acceptable 
concentration of con1amma11ve substances for each region An cnte1 prise should pay 
for ovcrlimi1 thrO\\ ings due to special coetlicient depending on social. economical, 
ecological and territorial features ofa certain region 

Let's examine the mechanism of pa)ments for thro\~ings of contaminatr\e 
ubstanccs into atmosphere b) movable and statronnr) contaminative ources, a~ the 

example:: OAJSC "Agrocomplcx Slobo1.hansk)" m I 9Q8 
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sculm • Ct ount fur thro" mgs of contaminative substances into atmosphere b~ 
movable sources 1s adduced in Table I. 

I able I . OAJSC "Agrocomplcx "Slobozhansk) 's" pa~ men ts for thro\\ mgs of 
contaminative sub::.tanccs b) mo\'able contammati\'c sources into atmosphere in 

1998 

Standard of throwing Annual Regional 
Sort of creating after burning volume of ecological Payment, 

fuel feature UHR 
of I ton of fuel. UI IR used fuel, tons cocfticient 

Diesel 0,3 1150 1,65 569 
fuel 

Patrol 0,4 480 1,65 317 
Sum 886 

1 hus, OAJSC "Agrocomple:-. "Slobozhansky'' paid 886 l llR for thro,\ings of 
contamin.llne substances 11110 atmosphere by 1110\ able :.ourccs 1n 1998 It was 0 13° " 
of market value of used fuel, m hard cunency c<1kuh111on ll \\a!> 2 18 USD 

Payments for thro,.,.ings of contaminative substance" into atmosphere arc 
accounting b} mull 1pl~ ing mass of .m11u.1l thru" 1ngs of c:ont.iminnm e <;ubstan.:c. 
pa)ment stand.trd for throwing.s of contam1na1hc :;ubstun1.:c 111 bounds of certa111 
limit and regional social ecologial fratur.: coeltit:1cnt f mes must be p.tid lor 
overlimit throwings of contaminative substance and exceed payments in bounds of 
l1111it from 1 to 5 times 

In 1999 OAJSC "Agrocomplex Slobozhansky'' didn't exceed an) thro\\ ing I unit 
of any son of contamin.tlt\C substances into atmosphere. l his is the result of stric t 
and conscntive work of the encerprisc's collecti\e !"he biggest sums \\ere paid fo1 
throwings of such cotaminatiH~ substances into atmosphere its nitrogen oxide 
152 UHR for 2.876 tons, h)drogen sulphite -104 UI IR for 0 608 tons, carbonic gas 
37 UHR for 18.739 tons, sulphuric anhidrate - 25UHR for 0.469 tons. ammonium 
hydrate 22 UHR for 21 ,502 tons The total sum of the payments for thnm ings of 
contaminative substances into atmosphere by stationary contaminative sources was 
1368lJllR or 38SUSD in hard currency. 

The total sum of the OAJSC ' 'Agrocombinat Slobozhansk) ' s" payments for the 
throwings into atmosphere \\as 2254 UHR or 633 l SD in 1998. 

Specific Problems of Water Consumption in Ukraine 

Tatiana l'arot5kay a South Ukrmman f'edaxug1cul f 1111·er\1t1 , Ukru111e 

1 he wasteful :.pending of water, "hid1 b used tor dnnking and :.a111ta1) needs, 1. 

often occurs in Ukraine . It 1s primari ly happened \\hen \\41\er 1s supplied b) 
centralized system. f'11e results of such consumers' bch:n 1or can be csumated 
negauvely from the point of vie'' of ecologists and e<:onomi::.ts either. 

1 he diminish of'' acer consuming can be the factor. "hich ''ill cuntnbutc to 1hc 
impro,cment or micro and macro situation. ft \\Ill (under the 1.:ond11ion of pn:use 
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accounting of consuming \\atcr) · 
11npro"e the households' budgctS (bi:causc ifsomebt•uv \\lsh he l 111 con 11111 

~ess water. and therefore to pa) less for that comm~nul s~rv1cc ) It 1 \Cl) 

important for households, ''ho do not get housing subs id), 
- reduce the pressure of payments for industrial companies, because there ''ill 

be no e:-;planation for 1he supporting of high prrces for enterprises and low 
prices for households; 

- allo\\ to tum the economi7ed money to other goods and ser\'ices. In the 
situation of lo" rate of aggregate demand ir will facilitate the de,clopment of 
other segments of national e\.·onomy; 
slo\\ do\\ n the r.llc of debts for service of'' aicr supply111g enterprises. 

- diminish demand for factors used in water suppl) tn~ procc~s. this, in it's turn, 
\\ill reduce the scarce ot'somc of them (for example, ofelectncity) and so on . 

Western economists contend. that 1t is easy to reduce the le-.el ol \\ater 
consumpuon. The soluuon to the problem of uneconomical use of \\atcr lies in 
forcing the households to pa) more for this good But in our s11ua1ion, "hen the 
wc1tcnneters arc not almost used b) households, the higher prices for \\ater service is 
not that l.'conom1c factor. \\lllch. according 10 the la\\ ol demand, \\ill cause the 
d1min1sh of water consumption The result of price grO\\.th will be just opposite. The 
higher pnccs for \\atcr suppl) ing \\ill lead to more consumption of \'vater by 
households, because people m a such situation wish to get this good "in full" The) 
hnve no an economic mccntivc to reduce the consumption of \Hiter, because the 
taritt ts determined not for cubic of water, but for time period (for month m our 
case) 

Starting point in decision of this problem is providing the technical accounting of 
water by households. "ho use the services of centralized water supply system. If 
ultimate consumers could control the quantity of water they use. man} or them will 
desire to limit themselves nnd by do111g ~o they sa\'e their mone}. 

Although the discussion, concerning the installation of water meters by ultimate 
rnnsumers is the old one, there's no mass application of this device today . · 

Connict of households' and \\filer supplying enterprises' interests. the high price 
for "ater meters and other probh:ms place demand upon government interference in 
the process oftransformatron 111 this area of Ukrainian economv. 

In this connection. \\C are proposing to \\Ork out the s~t of regulation tools. 
name I) , during a certa111 period ol time 1t is necessar) to proclaim· the go.,.crnment 
upport of action aimed on installing of water meters 111 e\CI) apartment or house 

and price control for \\atcr meters (this means to make the price tree from ta\es. to 
determine the ceiling for retail extra charge. to permit the installation of water meters 
by big quantity of firm~ and organiations.) For successful perform of this action 1t 
\\ill be necessaf} 10 pcnmt the consumers' pools (\\here pos<;ible) and to find out a 
c;ource of money for addres!> help tM those \\ho can 't afford the device. 

I he task for the economists today 1s to choose a balance ot rcgu la11on 
instruments so. thm households' . water suppl) enterprises' and government ' 
cc-.pcnses "ill be minimized. 
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The Christianity Idea as the Instrument of Real isation of 
Sustainable Development 

Vladim ir ;ite/nyk Sumv Stale Um\'e1.\/tl'. l krame 

The concept of Sustainable development, which came into lhe world ,1t the 
beginning of 70-s, w·th tts main idea "to develop toda) m t~c way, \\htch _will not 
harm our progeny tomonow" became popular among economt!>h and ecolog1s1s very 

soon k . . 'bl 1. 
But has anybody ever thought .,.,hy should this idea w~r s, _•s 1t .ros:-.1 c 10 ma"c 

society and concrete person renounce from something m lavour of fulure 

generations? . . 
The "mechanism". which can realise this concept ts reall) ex1sttng. It .1.' the 

Christians attitude of a person 10 the em ironment. In particular the 2 asrects of 11 
• love to a human and moral respo11s1bili(vfor one'I act1011.1 
• the attllude tu the 1101ure a.\ to "tinder wardship" 
I. J'he Ii fc of future generations in many respects depends on ~ur toda) 's ac!IVll) . 

And the track. \\hich we left in the nature (that can be ueatl\e or d~struct1\ c ) 
certainly \\-ill intlul!nce our progcn). In lhis aspect \.\C can see one ot rhe. mo~! 
imponant commandment gi\ien b) God - love to a human /\ fact thatrl~'"\ tn 1h1s 
case has extrapolated to the future docs not change the essen.ce o II, ecau~c 
Chnstians should cqu,111} sho\\ their love to there contemporaries. the people ot 
future, nearest and dbtant. . 

2. rrom the Bible we can learn. that at the time of creation of ~atur~. h~im~n 
assimilate all totality of created space and in this way human allys hm~c;el'. \\-1th tt 

I le is like "microcosm". From this moment hurnan's and natures fates are 
indissoluble t\ature. a:> it is, entrust destiny to human. . . . 

The principle of "consumer" in the a~titude to n~ture ts dd~s1ve 1 lavmg b:ought 
short term use, it at the same time irretrievable spoils the environment and dt:stroys 
harmony unity between human and nature. . 

That is the Christian's view as to relationship of human and natur_c .. But thl!re 1~ a 
bl m. how .,, c can impose this kmd of relations. Sure, in the Chnstmns countries 

pro e . . . . I • I r 
the art ofthts problem can be solved b) 1deolog1cal wa:r .- \\ tlh .t lt: he p o pastors. 
fhepothcr part of the probl:.:m - is ho\\ impose it on the 1ndustrt al l~\cl , \\here the 
financial benefit-; have the major importance, but not the trus~. I3u1 this proble~1 .tl~o 
has its solution . Fir::.tl) , it ts possible to "pet:n" non-ecologtcal producers w 1th thc 
help of penalties, prohibits, restricts, charges, foes this is the 111cchan1sm _of 
negati\c influence But the effeclllicness of it 1s l1m1ted '. It ts can ?e us~d tor 
restriction of "dirty" producers, but it does not soh e the .mam ~ask of st111rnl,1111~n of 
"clean" technologies and production of products and ~erv1ccs ot the. ne\\ ge11cr.H1ons 
Other mechanism "positl\e motivation" ts much clfectr\e for tl11s go~I The matn 
idea of ii is to create, with the help ot spcdal kc) factor ... , the condtttons, under 

w l11d1 fo1m111 • 111 su t 1111.1hl d v lop1111.:11t \\ould b n t •lit! I 111 
prolitahlc fro111 c u l 11<•1111 po1111 ol VIC\\ I h.11 k~')' f,1ct1lt1i ~111 I>· 

I) fleuble tunes and tarijj ~1 ·ste111, which suppose the use ol d10crc11t I 1 11111 
for producers. for those who try to "clean up" there productl\ e ~yt It 11111 It 
that. 

2) accordance subsidies and credits to producers for tcchnolug1cal 
improvements and their "green mg". 

3) e3·tubfahi11g vf.1pecial premiums and ~pecial labels for the most ecological or 
"organic" producers and products. 

I he instn1ments of the positive motivation stimulate the development of the 
producer in the direction of "sustainabtlity". 

In the result of this instrument using the "clean" produ1:er~ soon or later not onl) 
\\ill tal\e the lead among their "non-green" opponents, but forth out them from the 
n1<1rkc1 fhis is lht: reaching of the main goal - transition to sustainable de' clopmcnt. 

r he energy of positive mot1vat1on is much mor..: powerful and constructive, than 
the power of negative m!lucnce. And that is just the core of the positive influence, 
\\ h1ch t11c Christian ethic contains. 

Sustainability and Renewables in Production of Electricity in the 
European Union 

Yu/hr Opa1un yuk. Sun~ State Umversll}. Ukra1111! 

I'here are a different interpretations of sustainability. ·1 he popular Brundtland 
definition of sustainability is: "A sustainable development is a development which 
meets the needs of the present without compromising lhe abil ity of future 
generations to meet their O\rn needs" After describing and discussing 1 lartwick's 
su~tainabilit) rule we define four types of sustamab1ltty From vet) \\eak over weak 
to strong .md vet) strong su~tainabtltty. In the very '' eak sustamabiltt} the use of all 
types of capital is allo\\Cd for the present generation, if the present generation 
generates a "comparable" net-saving. In the ver} strong \ersion of sustainability, it is 
required that no reduction of e\haust1ble capital takes place 

I els consider the electricity sector in l'lic European Urnon. Use of fuel fo1 
electricity production in the l·U countries has risen with an average yearly growth 
rate of nearly 4 per cent Nearl} 25 per cent of t11e electricity the in l:U arc based on 
rencwables mainl) h:rdro unfortunately a slo\\ ly dcclirung percentage 

If calcu late 1eehnic.:al rates of substitution bct\.\een exhaustible resources -e g. 
natural gas and coal, and reproducible c::ipital for windmills, photovoltaic and 
biomass a use of 1,000 tons of co::il per year can be substituted by 3 windmills 01 

22,000 m2 photovoltaic solar panels or 1,700 tons of biomass. 
I hat 's why the concept of sustainable dc\clopment docs have meaning and 

pr.1ctical 1mplicat1ons for polic). 
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Spesification of the Role of Ecological Factor in the Division into 
Districts Process 

A. Volkov, H1drometeorologica/ /nstume of Odessa, Ukraine 

One from basis conditions of effective regional policy is the socio-economic 
di~ision into districts and often territorial units restrict by admmistra11ve frontiers. 
This way not ever takes into account natural conditions of territories and level of 
t~ch~ogenical _lo~d a~ components of environmental. None the less, we can pick out 
d1str1cts are d1stmgu1shed one from other by ecological indices at territories with 
similar natural conditions. 

Tn socio-economic crisis formed in Ukraine, effectual factor for stab1li7.ation 1s 
forming effective regional policy, which 1s based on ecologo-economic d11,; 1s1on into 
districts. 

So long as number of factors that have an influence on ecological situation in 
region is large and their impact on components of environment is unequal then index 
of condition of the population health can serve as a criterion for ecological region 
formation . Such criterion can be death-rate and one from components of module 
tec~noge~ical load (particular case is quantity of generating and accumulated waste) 
This choice was founded on results of analysis, which permit to determine the 
pre~ence of correlation between quantity of the solid industrial waste generated m 
region and death-rate (coefficient of correlation is 0.590). Besides the solid industrial 
waste has a law utilization level (not more then I0°·o) that favours to intensive 
accumulation of them in all districts of Ukraine but consequently that favours to 
increasing influence at the population health. 

So long as waste from all classes of hazard are included into composition of 
generatrng and accumulated solid industrial waste, then next method was used to 
estimate their quantit) in each region: real mass of the ... ~aste appertains to Hh class 
of hazard was transformed into reduced mass by multiplication at rndex of relative 
harmfulness of a waste appertains to i-th class of hazard 

This index was determined as a ration of admissible concentration limit in soil 
~ACLs) of a waste appert~ins to 4-th cl.ass of hazard to ACLs of waste appertains to 
Hh class of hazard. This . way perrmts to get comparable values of generating 
(accumulated) waste from different classes of hazard in each part of Ukraine. 

By data was derived with taking into account pointed method it was conducted 
clustering analysis of regions of Ukraine. As the sum up 1t was outlined eight 
ecologo-economic mesoreg1ons. 1) Dnepropctrovskaya, Donetskaya. Sumskaya. 
2). Zaporozhskaya, Respublic Crimea, Kirovogradakaya, Lvovskaya; 3) Luganskaya, 
N1colaevskaya, Kharkovskaya; 4) lvano-Frankovakaya, Rovenska\a,. 
5) Vinnitskaya, Poltavskaya, Chemigovskaya; 6) K1evskaya, Odessk~ya: 
7) Khersonskaya, Cherkasskaya; 8) Volhynskaya, Zhitomirskaya, Zakarpathskaya, 
Temopolskaya, Khmelnitskaya, Chemovitskaya regions. The number of these 
mesoregions exceeds quantity existing economic macroregions by classification of 
Popovkin '! N ~bviously this division permits to distribute more ra1ionally State's 
means for 1mprovmg economical and ecological situation in the count!) . 

7.1 

The Influence of Industrial Throwings into Atmosphere 
on the Production of Agricultural Output 

hmn Shem etova, Kharkiv State Agrarian University, Ukraine 

Agriculture is closely connected with natural environment and pollution of the 
nature has negative innuence on the agricultural production's indexes. One of the 
factors, which makes harm for agriculture is atmospheric industrial contamination. 
Its innuence on plant's production needs serious attention and accounting. 

The question of quality of products received in industrially polluted areas is 
becoming especially acute, because the factor of environmental pollution hinders the 
nsmg of nourishing value of agricultural production We can obviously see 
increasing maintenance of aches, phenols, sulfates, chlorides, mineral nitrogen, 
nuorine, heavy metals; less of proteins, oils, in the grain of cereals leads to 
decreasing of the maintenance and quality of gluten. The deterioration of plant's 
production quality causes considerable damage to agricultural producer . 

The facts got from the definition of the shortage of production of agricultural 
crops can bee seen on an example on one of the farms . The analysis was cared out in 
the maximum polluted zone for basic agricultural crops: winter-wheat, spring-barley, 
com and sunnower. Such results were received: 

I. Difference in pollution and control 7one of crop capacity was such 4.4 for 
wheat, 3.3 for barley, 5.8 for com, and 3.8 for sunflower metric centner from the 
hectare. 

Table I Damages from land withdrawal for building industrial enterprises and from 
atmosphere pollution by harmful throwing. --- T he f1&_ures --

The The damage 
The The shortage The damage shortage aner starting 

lhe Crops Wilhdra- from from after starting function of withdrawal of withdrawal function of waled land, lands, metric of the lands, enterprise, the 
ha enterprise, centner gr. metric thousand gr. centner 

Ihe 
spring- 100 1650 33000 19470 389.4 
wheat 
rhe 
spring- 50 680 10700 11630 183.7 
barley 
The com 200 4760 105600 21860 485.3 
The 

7530 184 5 sunnower - - -
Toge1her __ 350 7090 1493.QQ__ 60490 1242.9 - -- -~ - -

2. Jn accordiance the index of product's quality was: 0.75 for wheat, 0.47 for 
barley, 0.87 for com and 0 99 for sunno"cr So barle} suffers from the pollution 
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more then other ba!iic crops and sunflo,\er ·ufter-. from the pollution lcs., then 
others 

3. The shortaf;(e of crop capacit~ v. ith calculat1on of prot.luct"s 4u,tl1t) dc1.:rca!:.1.' 
wheat 7.4. barley 8.8. com 8.1, .sunflower 4 4 metric centner from one 
hectare. 

4. The damages from shortage or crop capacit) from one hectare were: ''heat-
148. barle} 139.04. com 179.82, suntlo\\er 107 8 gm 

There are damage from land withdrawal for building int.lustrial enterprises and 
from atmosphen: pollution by hannful thro'' ing. fhis data for basic agricultural 
crops is given in a table number one. 

Dynamic and Responsive Ecological Energy Taxation 

Yuriy Dere1:1•a11l.o .~um;· Stare Um\'( nm Ukrame. 

Ecological ta'\ refonn will be introduced for e'<arnplc.: this year at an initial!~ km 
level of 5%-10%, increasing annual I) thereafier at an l'f lectl\ c mte of ' 0 o-8° 0 This 
increase H depenile111 on tht• ecv11om1c s1tuarum lncrcas.::s 111 boom year~ will be 
ra1hcr higher and in times of recession rather lO\H:r tor e nmplt' 4° o a ye,ir during 
recession and 8°~ with a G. P growth of 2°0. I his d)namic process contmuousl} 
raises the prices of non-renewable energ) forms subject to ecotax. at first slO\\ ly, 
but later on at an increasing rate. For industrial investmcnl purposes 11 is 11nportnnt to 

kmm· tlut this continuous nse in energy price:,, is a more relwble long-1erm ngna/ 
than 1he present basis of global market prices. 

Taxation will apply primarily to all conventional energ, forms associated "1th 
significant environmental pollution and seriou risk: 

All fossil fuels (oil, gas, coal). 'uclcar powa, Hydroelectric po\\ er, \\; aste 
hcat/pO\\t:r from refuse incwtration. 

Fossil foci energy ''ill be taxed and priced at different levels according to 

atmospheric pollution (CO r emissions), although the general percentage ''ill be 
based on end consumer prices. 1 his will ensure an mccnti\e for greater efficiency, 
energ) savings and the development of innovdti\e renc\\ able solar energy fom1s 
instead of substituting between fossil fuels and electric power (nuclear and 
hydroelectric power). At the same time this \\ill achic~e comparable effl>cts on the 
traffic. 

Solar energ) (heating, pm,er generation and ambient heat), wmd ptmer 
biocnergy and geothermal power generation \\ill not be taxed for the time b..:ing 
since for ecological reac;ons they should be promoted to the point \\her.:: the) are 
fully cornpetithe with con\entional energy fom1c; Jn ,ill lrkcl1hood this point" ill be 
reached \.\hen energ) prices are twice or four times as high fb l<>(fa) . thus a ce
leratin<> the substnullon of coll\ entiunal en\ ironmentally rncompa11ble power 

"' generatron "ith ne\\ forms of clean energ) . rhe consumption of convent1ori.tl encrg) 
will decrease rapid I). Afterwards ecotaxes will be ::.ucccssrvel) introduced on ne\\ 
energ) forms as \\ell. 
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Information Economy - is it the First Stage of Sustainable 
Development? .. 

Vale111y11a iife/11yk, Swm• State University. Ul<.rwne 

I he econom) we li\c m now is more and more chang111g in the direction of 
increasing role of the mformation. Now the opinion that we Me moving to a new 
type ofc~onom)- information economy is \\idel) broadenmg fhe main features of 
this econom) are : 

I Information becomes the main resource and factor of production and in the 
frames of the world economy it provide-; the economic gr<nHh . 

2 Constant growth of the sen: ices market 
3 Rapid grO\\lh of the multinutional corpornt1ons. 
I. Growth of small business sector, us more llexiblc 
5 Much more d'fc:ctive use of each resource's unit, compared to the c;amc 

indl·xcs of 20 ) ears ago. 
6 Gro\\ th of the Internet intluence in all the econom) spheres 
7. Principally new technologies de\ elopmcnt, (in particular, nano-technologies, 

gene-engineering) 
8 Pa) ing mon: attention to em ironment on all the le\ els of the economic 

act1\it), and as a n:sult , "greening" of all the sectors ofprot.luctron 
I .tlking about su:otamablc development and the information econom), in 

particular, the first tcalure of this t} pc of econom) should be noted. for it underlines 
the non- destruct!\ e and non-material nature of il. Information as the mam factor of 
the economic de\elopmcnt. compared to manual labor in the sl.ive t}pe of 
cconom} and energy - during capitalism, epoch of mat:hmes. is much "sofler" and 
the economic gro\\th caused by rnformation economy can be c;ustainable 

Globalmltion of wold economy and features of multinationatism shows the way 
llf solution of "thirt.1 \\orlt.I countries" problems. Information cconom) has n 
polential in providing sustainable gro\\ th in all the cou1111es and the wold economy 
in" hole 

So ma)be the nc\\ informntion economy v.111 be the first stage in making our 
dream of sustainable development come true? 

Economic Effect of the Waste Utilization Complex Producing 
Electric Energy 

Yulio Scri1111il. Sumy Slate U111verwy, Ukraine 

In Sum} region there 1s an urgent problem of waste 11tili1atton In 1999 317, I ths 
m' or \\aste were storagcd. 

Under that circumstances the project of construction the waste utiliz.ation 
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com lex producing electrical energy was worked out . . .f he treatment of l ">O thousands of waste make it possible to built an elcctr~c 
· "th t power <-)f 12 MW fhere will be produced 69.6 min kW/h of electric station w 1 se · 

energy per year. . I 0 515 min cu Accord mg to the prior estimate The full cost of constmct1on 1s , . 
I fit .11 be 1 26 min cu profitability of investment 12% and the term ol t le pro 1 w1 • · · · b t 
recou ment- 8 yrs. that is acceptable for the energy tcchnolog1c ranc l. . 

A pcording to the results of economic substantiation the damage of cnv1ronm~nt 
c d t the sanitary standards The smoke emission from the complex takmg 

correspon s o · . fl · llution 
into accounts the usage of purifier, docsn 't serious I> m ucncc air po . . . r 

fhe construction of the waste utilization complex tn Sum) and. other c1t1es o, 
Ukraine \.\Ill solve the problem of waste utilization .rnd m.ike possible to proJucc 
additional electric energy using cheap gas. 

Ecological Aspects of Waste Util isation Problem 

Elena Sl1karupa. Sunn Stull:! lJ1111·er:,1l), l krm11t! 

( · 0 1 fact that Ukrainian nuclear power stations \\ork on ful.'I rods 
t ts comm 1 h · 011ant 

Cesium-139 and Strontium-90 are present in spent Fuel. Bot i~otopes are imp vi 
hazards to human health (they were major proble~s ~ow1l\\.md ~om Chemobb . 

· · the main tactor behind added leukaemia nsks). o. Ukra111e IMs a 1g representing 
problem· ho'" to utilise nuclear waste? . 

f hc ·idea of burying radioactive wastes in some deep geol,o~ical reposllO•) to. 
isolate them for thousand~ of years was first endorsed b,i. the Nation~! Acade'.n) of 
sciences in \Vashington, D.C.. The mam features of such process: .n.uck:ar w.1:11.:s "111 
h been vitrified. that IS turned into glass, and the molten glass poured mto tl~e 
av~ t lo cool and harden before they arc shipped to the repository. Much of t!11s 
~;:~ ~:~II be performed by robots The pilot plant's designers know that th: ~O\\ tn~ 
salt will crush the drums and boxes of'' astes withi~ a fev. months. and th~s is l~c1r 
d · , The salt will filleverv tunnel and the shafts v.tll finally shut do,,n thcms~hes . 

estrc. · · Tl e 1s an 
As for Ukraine, our country doesn't have su~h experience. ler • 

·t to utilise nucle·ir waste m old cool-mmes in Donbass, llkramc. But th1~ 
opportuni: faced oppo~it1on from scientists ''ho have claimed it might bl! 
program . asd b earthquakes or that the hioh-levcl waste swred m it might eH!n go 
compromise Y "' . . te vith 
critical or e>..plode chemically. Consequent!). it b \Cry important to co-opera ' 
other count rt es in sol\ ing such problems. 
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Energy Savings as a Prior Direction of the Economical 
Development Worldwide and in Ukraine 

Tatiana l\lazare11ko. ukraiman Academy of Bankmg. Ukrwne 

Energy factor influences formation of the economic situation in Ukraine greatly 
nu''· Storage of the fuel pO\\er-basc resources. which averages 60°'0 of the Ukrainian 
economy, covered by import from Russia. 1 urkmenistan and other Lountrks, moral 
and physical depreciation of the fixed production assets and energ) consuming 
technologies which rncrease air pollution put tasks national securit} depends on. 
I hat's why economy of energy in all spheres of public acti\.ity is one of the most 
important direction of the economical development in Ukrair.e. 

Problems of the energy economy are in the centre of attention of the world 
community I eauing government and public international organizations emphasize 
on the 11nportance of the mcrease of the energy efficiency of the economy, decrease 
of the unproductive losses of fuel and power. environment protection, when us mg or 
producing fuel and power. Among these organizations are European Economic 
Commission of the United Nations, United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (l \JIOO). World Energy Council (WEC), International l nerg} 
Agenc) (!EA). Center for Rene,\able Encrg~ and Sustainable rechnolog) (CRI ST) 
Ukraine takes part in the mternational cooperation in the sphere of the cncrg) 
econom) on the state and public levels. 

In this respect \\e should mention European Union TACIS program. which gi,es 
finance and technical support to the de,clopment oftht: cncrg) sector ·1 hus in Sumy 
Region I ACIS energy saving program \.\as first realized on the JSC 
'SumyKhimprom" 4 years ago. Recently on the basis ofth1s company in cooperation 
\\Ith the regional ~rate administration the scientific production center of the energy 
efficiency wa~ formed. 

I 111:rgy sector requires great investment, which can be obtained via pnvaU/..ation 
uf the po"er-generating and distributing companies. economic stimulation of the 
energy savings and strict government regulation . 

Prohlems of the energy economy can't be decided without energy sector 
restructuring. It concerns first of all settlement of the payment discipline, bringing 
energy tariffs into line with real production, transmission and distribution expenses 
and removing of the energy subsidies. fhe last can reduce energy consumption, 
increase GDP growth thr<?ugh higher economic efficiency and lower COi emissions, 
producing domestic environmental benefits. including reducing local air pollution. 

Improvement of the env1ronmen1 situation and econom) of the trudit1onal energ) 
sources citn be achieved by usage of such nontradi11onal renewable energy sources as 
biomass. wind, sun. geothermal environment, ocean, mall hydro power plants 

Successful reali1ation of the energy saving program and getting over the crisis in 
the fuel power-based sector requires new economic and po\\er-bast! strategy in 
Ukraine to be developed in the near future and implemented 111 accordance with 
economical situation in the countr) 
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